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general linguistic abilities, adapted to a visual input of
inscriptions with inherent linguistic meaning, so that differential
linguistic perceptions, thus stimulated, correspond with objective
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determination of the resultant (apprehended) meaning in accord withrdd in dependence on the objective meaning of the message unit; (4)that "to read" can be reductively analyzed in terms of linguistic
abilities which are not specific reading abilities; (5) that there
are neither specific reading abilities nor specific reading
disabilities; (6) that presently available information concerning
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An Analysis of the Concepts of Reading

Author's Abstract

An initial philosophical analysis of "reading" has yielded: (1) that
there annot he a general definition of scaling; (2) that the "focal" sensesof "to read" indicate that reading is a form of linguistic perception carried
out through the exercise of general linguistic abilities, adapted to a visual
input of inscriptions with inherent linguistic moaning, so that differentiaf
linguistic perceptions, thus stimulated, correspond with objective meaning
contrasts; (3) that '%.7ord recoLnitioa" exhibiting the same ambiguity as "to
read" can be analysed in its focal s,nse as the determination of the resul-
tant. (apprehended) meaning In accord with and in dependence upon the objec-
tive meaning of the message unit; (4) that "to read" can be reductively analysed
in terms of lingoistic abilities which are not specific reading
(5) that there arc neither specific reading abilities nor specific reading
disabilities; (6) that presently available information concerning perceptual
development, linguistic skills, reading defects and deficiencies can be incor-
porated within the conceptual paradigm here suggested.
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Preface

This report contains an analysis of the concepts of reading, pro-
viding: (1) an alternative to general deanitionsowhich are shown to be im-
possible; (2) an analysis of "word recognition"; (3) a generalization of cer-
tain questions concerning reading into questions concerning linguistic per-
ception and lingu!stic meaning; (4) a distinction of focal and peripheral
uses of "to read"; 01 a proposed paradigm for a focal sense of "to rend ",
which involves the hypothesis that the ability to read is the adaptation of
nonspecific linguistic abilities to a visual stimulus of inherently meaning-
ful inscriptions. Certain theoretical problems concerning CFI, place of con-
nitive units in the perceiStion of meaning and the objects of linguistic per..
ception are raised; and certain hypotheses concerning the nature of linguis-
tic meaning are explained and developed. *It is argued that the sort of con-
ceptualization here presented admits of empirical interpretation, allows the
incorporation of available experimental data, has predictive consequences,
and will allow a useful application of what is known concerning reading de-
fects and deficiencies, and that, therefore, this conceptual analysis meets
the prerequisites for a theoretical paradigm of the phenomenon of reading.
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Clutp.ter 1: IntroductionLATTlothodz and ProceduresMe. .

A. Probltzalifypothescs and Conclusions.

Paul Kolers
1
and Jeanne Chan' both remark that during the last sixty

years there has boon little progress in the experimental study of reading.
That observation is not fully representative of the last decade during which
linguists, psycholinguists, perceptual psychologists, neurologists and
developmental psychologists have made discoveries which will now allow the
development of general theories of reading. These discoveries have not yet
been fitted into a "paradigm "3 of reading which incorporateswhat is already
known and creatti the directions and even the problepls in which the next sta-
ges of research must develop,altheuah Frank Smith's4 "information-theory feature
discrimination model" is certainly a significant beginning.

Inhibiting the creation of a general account of reading is the lack of
common conceptual schemes so that the assumptions of various resenrchers
seem either to conflict (Gibson's5 "decoding" talk about reading and
Hichberg'sb "extracting meaning" talk) or to be largely irrelevant t, one
another (the physiological discussions of the information contained in a
single eye-fixation and its representation in optic nerve impulses and brain
states, and the hypotheses concerning the internal development of rules by
language-learners under the Chomsky theory. There is further conceptual
discontinuity in the research results because some writers talk only in terms
of neural impulses with scant or no mention of the internal states or sub-
jective experience of the perceiver, while others talk about perception from
the perceiver's point of view, not in "subjective experience" terms, but only
in Sldnnerian behavioristic term:mology. That descriptions with such apparent
disparity can be found to have a common focus and a common thrust is in itself
a consequence of a general theory of reading.

We know this much at the outset of our discussion of reading: Reading
must be regarded as a phenomenon falling within the general class of percep-
tual activities, within the specific class of linguistic perceptual activities,
anal within the still narrower class of linguistic perceptual activities stimu-
lAted by vision. More narrowly still, the visual stimli must be elements
of an inscriptional system which is inherently meaningful. Our investiga-
tions must naturally tend to inquire among the general truths already known
about perception, linguistic perception, visual stimuli, inherently meaning-
ful inscrirtion systems and units of interpretation. Another thing we know
is that since all perception is partially dependent upon the degree of cog-
nitive development of the perceiver, general studies of cognitive and lin-
guistic development may be of great interest. We have,thenla large body of
data, larger .than one might think at first, which will assist in the inves-
tigation of reading. In fact, so ucl, is known about various phases of rea-
ding that it is all the more difficult to construct a general theory which
incorporates it.

Right now our difficulties are not caused by ignorance about reading,
though that Is great enough, but rather by conceptual confusion in the face
of enormous quantities of information and theory whose relevance is yet to
be determined.
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Thin investivation beglne with a peradon. On the out- band we need to

know what "readielL" is, in order to knee whet "eciontific" or "experieental"
information emst be acCommodoted in its theoretical dencription; on the other,
because there is not one thing which is exclusively and propeel called
reading or El general definitioa, we need already to have celpirical scientific
information about reading in order to knoo whet kinds of things to group
togethee and what: to include in a general theory about reading.

There must be two sorts of theories about reading, two kinds of "under-
standing reading"; one sort of theory which, to be complete and even to be
confirmed,does not require much specific experimental or clinicel inferme-
tion; another, which ma..., he the result of the first,whieh involves hypotheses
touching upon the various; sciences and requires detailed'experimeetal and
clinical confirmetion.

The first sort of theory is a conceptual enalysis of the concepts of
reading and of certain aseociated concepts like "reads aloud" "understands
the meaning of", "recognizes W (a word)" and so forth, to be developed in
this report. We have to provide an acceptable surrogate for a definition
of reading, so that we can, in a ehnorotical. way, begin already "knowing
what reading is".

Sometimes philosophical investtgationif prime matter Of con-
ceptual clarlficatioa; a matter of rearranging syeterelucally And
demarcating manifold concept:Vor instanceof "reading". The philosopher
is like a helper in the workshop who arranges all the tools within reach end
as they are needed foe the task so that the workman (scientist) will not miss
a tool or grab the wrong tool and strip a bolt or wreck a part of waste
endless time trying to devise a new tool when an adequate one is already
available. This is the clarificatory and thernputic role of philosophy
which has been much emphasiesed by "ordinary language analysts", follooers
of Wlttgenstein and Austin.

This report is more ambielous. Without slighting the responsibility to
be clear about how the terms are being used and indeed, while exhibitinee the
different senses of "to read" and "to recognize" (a word), we also underake
a paradigm search, seeking to determine whether there is a fundamental reading
ability, a reading ability which is being exercised whenever any readit,g
process is occurring and which cast be exercised when nothing else, properly
called reading, is occurring; and to develop an overall description, interre-
lating the various reading abilities and activities, of what is meant by
assertions of the form "a given reading process, RP, yield.: a given output
manifestation, 0".

These general descriptions are designed to aceoeueodate the known experi-
mental data, to provide a very general classification of the kinds of reading
defects and disabilities wh4ch will allow the wholesnle incorporation of the
body of inforeation already assembled concerning reading defects and defiri-
encies, to be predictive about the location of deficiencies and the way
reading processes occur, and to allow for experimental elaboration.
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A paradiv, which is not really a iAidol 13:cau:,!:! it is much more general

than a thlaiA and ad, is of various kinds of models) is a general conceptual

solL01;o. (e.g. the interrelated set of concepts: "ability", "activity": "exer-

cise", "output manifertation" and "adaptation" involved in the psosent

theory) which eclat: of various models for its components. Wether o para-

digm is useful or not: depends to a large extent upon how much it facilitates

the integration of kneeledge, the formule'ion of research problems and the

organization of unresolved questions an on whether its basic conceptual

scheme is congenial to the thought-habis. pr inventive scientists at the

titie it is formulated.?

After explaining the methodology and procedure of this report, we con-

sider the varioug scnscs of "reading" and certain related concepts such as

"failirg to read", "misreadirg": "failing in reeding", "not reading" and

the iami/y of concepts concerned with word recognition. Particular emphasis

is placed upon the coesiderations which urge that we regard reading as a

kind of perception and that we explore the parallels to listening. The se-

lection o.E the material has a systematic end in view: to provide the basis

for a clear distinction of classes of reading activities and reading abili-

ties and to explain how the various sequences of reading activities, which

proceed from a fvw abilities, can result in great variety of reading pro-

COSSPS: which have a restricted class of behavioral manifestatioes. Al).

those arguments are designed to support: the general hypothesis that reading

ability is an adaption of general linguistic abilities to a visual input

of inherently meaningful inscriptions. We therefore, have to resolve the

question of whether there are fundamental or specific reading abilities.

This is accomplished in the second half of chapter 3.

Despite the variety of disciplines and the diverse and even conflicting

vocabularies from which relevant research has come to us in the last decade,

certain generalizations seem to be widely accepted now:

(a) that it is worth comparing and contrasting skilled reading with

beginning reading and: temporarily, to deemphasize pedagogical objectives.

(b) that skilled reading cannot involve the identifying of every word

and letter.

(c) that beginning readers, like beginning speakers, are rule-makers

and set about this with some set of meta-rules for selecting rules.

(d) that rule-making involves some kind of "feature" or "notable

characteristic" discrimination and rule-following results in characteris-

t.Pc or feature discrimination, so that perception is dependent upon the

existence of cognitive units and results from the application of cognitive

units to the sensory stimulus.

(e) that translation from seen-letters to uttered (vocally or sub-vo-

cally) sound is not the characteristic form' of reading; IS is not the desired

form; it is not as common as was apparently thought and it cannot be achieved

as simply as waa previously thought.
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(f) that in a class cools or test situation a child way be forced to

adopt curatcgies of response (e.g. maramiming right nnwere or minimizieg

wrong ansvers) which way be inefficient for his discovery of the rules for
reading, for his forwation of cognitive units or for his processing the

text in the cognitive units he possesses.

(g) thet the reader's general linguistic ability and his general know-

ledge of the world and his specific knowledge of the content and form of a

text to be mad, as well as his knowledge of the grapheme-phoneme corres-

pondences, orthographic, syntactic and semantic regularities are as impor-

tant, in skilled reading more important.than; the discrimination of individu-

al letter characteristics in the visual array and function, though "Uglier

cognitive units" in the brain's control of the eye fixation pattern and of

the form in which information is grasped and stored. Cognitive units domin-

ate the kind of contrasts which the reader notices in the text.

(h) that different readers road in different size units and different

categories of interpretation of the optical neural ,ignal to the brain, ran-

ging from letter contrasts, word contrasts (meanings or sounds), phrase

meaning contrasts, concept contrasts, propositional contrasts (in areas in

which the reader is expert) as well as in units of literary association:

symbols, style, architectonic and otherformal patterns. The units are thought

units which allow the detection of contrasts.

(i) that the reading activities of children are related to those of

skilled readers as primitive approximations and are better to be understood

from tie viewpoint of skilled reading than the reveEse: thus, the relevance

of recent itquiries into peripheral search guidance', higher cognitive

units9, eye-voice span10 and the indifference of bilinguals to the language

form chosen for individual words and even to the grammatice peculiarities

of the langunbes mIxed.11

(j) Lastly, that there has been something wrong with the usual accounts

of the relationship of written to spoken language which have supposed that

somehow the meaningfulness of written language is derivative from that of

spoken language.

The General. Exenym2Lchis Report:

I. Normally skilled reading involves the exercise of:

(a) nonspecific linguistic abilities
(b) adapted
(c) to visual pe-ception via linguistic meaning through the inter-

pretation of a stimulus ofvisible inscriptions which are inherently

meaningful.

2. All reading processes have reading outputs which may be exhibited in

reading output manifestations.

3. Reading difficulties, disabilities and defects may be due to (a) irpair,

ment,defect or failure of development of the distinguishable non-specific
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linauistic abilities; () defect or deficiency of nthtptatien of linauistic
abilities from an auditory to a visual modality; (c) impairment, imperfee-
tioa, deficit of developmeatal lag in the perceptual abilitien.for visually
processing the visual array -- abilities which arc testable on non-inecrip-
tional material; (d) imoairment, imperfection, deficit or defect in the
motor or sensory modes required for manifestation of reading.

4. That reading, is a specific form of linguistic perception can be better
understood if we analyse the comparable processes in oral speech. Thus
some of the problems about reading are similar to those concerning ho:: we
recognize thought in the patterns or sound which reach the ear in conversa-
tion. Reading is an instance of the acquisition of ideas (beliefs, concepts,
and affective states) through linguistic perception from, sensory stimuli
with inherent linguistic meaning.

The Main Conclusions Reached:

1. That there can be no general definition of "reading" but that a con-
ceptual analysis of the focal senses of "to read" reveal salient features
which indicate that reading must be analysed as a specific form of lin-
guistic perception.

2. That word recognition, an distinguished from word identification, can be
analysed as "the determination of the resultant meaning in accord with the
objective linguistic meaning of a unit of text".

3. That reading processes are the sequenced exercise of various reading
abilities which, over time, yield reading outputs. Thus we can explain how
a limited class of abilities and a limited class of output manifestations
can be interconnected by a very large class of reading processes.

B. Methods and Procedures. (a) Logical Atalell

The general background of .the method is logical analysis, the exami-
nation of the logical structure of the subject. Logical analysis can either
be formalistic, through the construction of formal systems, such as earflap's
inquiries into language, or largely informal, stressing the discovery of.

logical order within the ways terms are used in ordinary discourse; this is

frequently called "linguistic analysis" and, Oen restricted to expressions

of ordinary discourse, it is sometimes called "ordinary language analysis".

While what is done here is influenced by the work of Wittgenstein and other

ordinary language philosophers, it is closer in spirit to certain intermedi-

ate kinds of analysis practiced by Bs Russell, notably in such works as Hu-

man Knowledge, its Scope and Limits.12 Here elements of formal analysis, or-

dinary language analysis and certain systematic considerations are blended

together into a project of logical constructions.

(b) Contextual Definition

One of the outstanding achievements of recent philosophy is the variety

of ways that have been developed to escape the difficulties of the traditional

project of providing definitions for terms which are central to the inquiry.

Beginning with Russell, the concept of "contextual definitions" has gradually

expanded to take account of the fact that most of the terms one :mulct wsnt

to analyse have a variety of distinct meanings and that one definition or
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or analysis
will not teLe account of their subtle contrasts

of meaning in

contrasting
eceitests.

As a result, definitions
are not proposed,for

iso-

lated terms
but for terms in sententtalle

context.

The second notable element of contertual
definition

is the form in

which the expression
to be analysed is expressed

and the form in which the

analysis is expressed.
The term to be analysed is emhedded

in a complete

aentence frame (e.g. "S read aloud the first five letters of the alphabet")

and the analysis is expressed
in a list of statements

each of which must

be true if the original expression
is true and all of which together.

sufficient
for its truth.

Those are called "truth conditions".

It turns out thnt, with the exception
of some surprisini

cases, thp

development
of a full contestual

N is usually quite difficult
bee

cause we find the employment
of terms in ordinary discourse

is so loose

that there are alternative
sets of truth conditions

for an expression
of

the form "S read aloud the first five letters
of the alphabet".

Even then

we are trying to be most
careful, our uses of such terms as 'read ", "ender-

stands", "recognizes",
"remembers"

and "expects" are ambiguous.
For instance,

is it or is it not a necessary condition
for "S reads W aloud",

when "W" in

a word, that'S should recognize
l? and should klalval? by correctly sounding

it? Suppose
that S does not recognize

W. but correctly
sounds it? Or that

S does relither;
did he not read it aloud?

In some situations
we might insist

on one as against another reply. Thus there will not be much to be gained from

a lo4g list of contextual
definitions

of the terms involved
in the discussion

of rending.
Rather, we shall draw out their differential

meanings far enough

to make clear the variety of meanings
each has and to indicate

that in repor-

ting empirical
research,

the investigator
should be quite

clear in just what

senses a term if being used and that the touchstone
test for clarity

would be

his offerifig an explicit statement
of a set of "truth conditions"

for the key

expressions
involving

the terms.
Operational

definitions,
,which are familiar

to most scientists,
may be considered a species of contextual

definitions
pro-

vided that the operational
conditions

apply for a whole statement
rather than

a single word and that the conditions
be formulated

explicitly.

(c) Logical Construction

There is arsther
appl ication

of the technique
of analytic definition

to the enterer
s of theory-making

and that is in the method of logical

eonstructiOas;
This consists

of the andlysis-of
one bdt of concepts

in

terms of a e;uite different
set of concepts

and of providing
evidence

that

everything
one can say using the first set of concepts

can be said, more

ci cuitously
no doubt, using the second.

We do not have then to postulate

that the first
thing is a reality different

in kind from the second. Looked

ac one way, the analysis
is reductive;

looked at from the other direction,

the analysis
is constructive.

It is the objective
of this report to show

that we can analyse
reading as a logical construction

out of perceptual
and

linguistic
abilities

no one of which is itself a reading.ability.
In other

valets, what has been attempted
but unsuccessfully

by those who want to shoo

that all mental-state
talk can be reduced,

logically,
to talk shout brain-
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(whele we eve trot- NO parsieolote! about whae we will ellot: into the clnse
of coacepte vhich belong to Ole eellyeis). In a senee, all logical coeettu-
ctions are "uothing but." aealyees; co (tee could count a behnvioristic analy-
sis of thiel:Ing at: an atteeet at logical conetruction

We need conceptuel defiuttioee and logecal constructions because there
can be no general. definitioe of "reading". The reason is quite simple, though
illustrating it sufficiently takes a chapter: there arc quite different
things all of which are correctly called reading, things which belong to no one
clnss norm: enough to exclude incoopatible things. Wittgenstein, who developed
hte notion of a set of family reeembling terms, explicitly recognized in the
Blueend.11townBooks end the Inveetigations Vint "read" Like "game" has such a
fenily of resnbling ueee., teeeple, if wr,!. were to' go along with those who
say that reading is "1.11.0 extracting of meaning from verbal symbols presented
visually", we should havt to exclude ae reeding the uncomprehending processing
of perceived inecriptione which Ss quite cowmen when we run into very different
texts and would have coont as reading the "extraction" of meaning (rout texts by
the wildest forms of correla tion (done sometimes by fanatics). Nor will it do
for the proponents of such definitions to tell us that we are to take there with
"obvious qualifications"; to be useful the definition must not have "obvious"
qualifications which cenot be spelled oue. I can certainly read aloud passages
in French, Latin, Italian and Enalish which I do not understand and which, quite
literally are mamingless to me and, in some cases inherently meaningless (e.g.
some passages in Intglish from 1-Ching). Moreover, students frequently point
to a passage by existentialists and phenomenologists which can certainly be
read bath aloud and silently and can be translated but which cannot be construed
with any coherent meaning. as aybole. "Consciousness secretes its own nothingness".

And besides these exceptions, there arc exceptions in the opposite
direction, where a person can read a word whose meaning It does not under-
stand, or a whole list of words whose meaning be does not: understand. Core
tainly this is reading and it is not extracting meaning from verbal symbols
presented visually. In fact, in certain cases, one quite satisfactory
"reading- output manifesteeion" is a subject's report: that the passage means
nothing at all. So to extract a meaning for the verbal symbols, apparensly
there does not have to be a meaning you t And lastly, there is
the experience, no doubt shored by all readers, of reacting along without
extracting any meaning at all) but with the clearest recall on rearcoding
that the passage was feed before and not merely skipped. Obviously, even

a skilled render can react without extracting a meaning from presented verbal

inscriptions. Reading can't. therefore, be "extracting meaning from verbal
symbols presented visually", though, of course, some reading is just that'.

Definitidns which attempt to he minimal, such as "reading is the de-
coding of visually perceived verbal symbols into their correlated spoken
symbols" are equally defective because so much of reacting goes on without
such "decoding" and the very notion of "decoding" is ineppropriatc because
it implies that the signal decoded (like dit .:ots' of *terse signals) does

not have inherent linguistic meaning but only derived lingeletic meaning

. which consists in the correlation of its parts to uttered'symbols which have

their manning relationships inherently.15 This is simply a mi.sunderstanding
of the fact thet written laneuage has :le much inbe-ent linguistic orgeniea-
tion as (and in fact, where rules are token into account, -such r:Iry than%

spoken language. The very speed at which skilled reading is perforend, ae

well as various bits of experimental concerning sub-vocalization
and partial sub-vocalization, indicate that- the skilled reader C1005 not produee
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counterpert of the written
inscriptions which would be suffi-

cient to count as a process of
decoding. We would, on such a definition,

have to exclude
as reading the very processes we would like ourselves and

our children to be must adept at, the grasp of meaning without an inter-

mediary
translation stage.

Defenders of such
definitions will be quick to point cut that the defi-

nitions were not
intruded to cover all reading activities but only those of

the
bef,inner. But two

difficulties arise here: first, the beginner is then

evidently not doing what the adult is doing and there is no evidence that

"decoding" will ever lead to the adult process or is even a
necessary prepara-

tion for it. Ilut even allowing
all those

assumptions, there are still cases

of "reading" on the
primitive level where a child is supposed to match columns

of words with one another, in some cases finding the opposites in meaning

and in some cases finding
synonyms. Now surely, even if the child does not

say the words to himself,
successful

performance on such texts is counted as

reading; so also is
unsuccessful

performance which exhibits certain patterns

of error. There will be a nuMber of other
illustrations given in the chapter

that felines. For the time being this should be enough
evidence to suggest

that the
expression "S read w" is used in such a variety of

conditions that

it has no one set of truth
conditions.

Therefore, there cannot be a single

definition of "S reads w", where 'w" is some word or list of words. If we

let "w" range over letters,
syllables, words, phrases,

sentences,
paragraphs,

backwards
sentences, books Rnd various other things, it will be evident that

the categorial
contrasts of the

substitutions for le will guarantee that

the senses of "reads" must differ.
This is parallel to the

contrasts in

"expects" in the
expressions "S expects a friend"; "S expects a raise"; "S

expects to fail".

Wittgenstein remarked that we probably use the word 'read' somewhat

differently when we are talking about beginners as contrasted
with talk of

adults; 1U but this is no
more startling than to hear that we use the word

'walked' somewhat
differently of little babies than we do of

adults; for

instance we say of the baby "he walked today" when
corresponding behavior

(three'steps and
dsubsequent fall) in an adult would cause us to

sayx"he couldn't walk today'.

"S read w" is an equivocal
expression; it cannot have a definition be-

cause there is not
one phenomenon

which is
encompassed. And it will do us

little good to define an ideal
or objective

state of reading either. For

what is really proficient reading? Getting everything contained in the

message? But what is the
objective measure of the content of the message?

What *s
contained is in part a function of what the reader has to bring to

the text in the way of previous
information, cognitive units and

apprecia-

tive or critical
associations. The show title "Two if by Laud" may be

utterly
meaningless to some, minimally meaningful to others,

suffused with

historical
associations for seine and

misleading to others.This should be
sufficient,when further supported bx the details of the

following two chapters,
to falsify

Gephart's
proposals)1
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"Truth about. the sescnitic base for reacting has to be unitary.

If multiple definitions exist two situations follow. Either

the several definitions delineate only parts of what is subsumed

under the term "reading", or some of the definitions are incorrect.

The incompleteness assumption is accepted here, resulting in the

description of the term "reading" as an equivocal term. The

field should work toward a state of knowledge about reading

that would enable the description of the term's usage under

analogous or better still, univocal, definition."

Of course some of the definitions are plainly incorrect; And Oephart
is right on one point The term "read" , at least in the past tense,
transitive form, "S rend w" is equivocal: But there is no point at all in
tryinglas he proposed, to array° at a unitary definition. Rather we should
try to be quite clear about the contrasting sets of conditions which we con-
sider in certain circumstances to render such an expression "S tread w" to
be true. For thereby we develop an understanding of the range of interrela-
ted procc,.ses which really are eases of reading. That allows us to attempt
to classify the abilities involved.

Since we are not dealing with a small and easily managed set of dif-
ferent meanings but with an indefinite set of meanings which shade into one
another and which can be expanded at will by the invention of new borderline
cases, it is appropriate here to insist that contextual definitions should
be developed with strategic objectives in mind; otherwise the process can
be endless for any common term in English: The whole purpose of such defi-
nition is simply to make clear the truth conditions for the application of
the term in a certain well-defined context; since clarity is the function of
the definition, such definitions are instruments and are to be framed
for specific purposes of inquiry. Our is logical construction: To devIse
a conceptual paradigm with which we can show (1) how various reading activi-
ties are organized toward particular reading outputs; (2) how they are to
be distinguished from one another; (3) how the individual processes are
structured logically; and (4) how they are related to non-specific abilities
whose exercise is ordered, sequenced and automated to yield the various
reading processes. The overall objective is one of logical construction:
to show how the various abilities to read can be considered logical construc-
tions from other abilities which are not specifically abilities to read. The
fundamental hypothesis of this report is that,analytically speaking, an
ability to read (of which there are several) is logically the sequencing of
the exercise of other abilities, no one of which is a specific reading
ability and each one a-MaFan be empirically tested and observed inde-
pendently of an application to visible symbol inscriptions.
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(a) "Reading" is not a univocal term. The noun "reading" can refer
either to an ability or to an individual.activity or to a group activity (in

a school program) ; it can refer to an abstraction, as in "Reading is theo-
retically quite problematic", and to another kind of abstraction entirely,
as in "Jones Mes reading". Moreover, "Jones likes reading" could mean
that Jones likes to read (presumably not everything but certain kinds of
things); that Jones, a teacher, likes to teach reading; that Jones, an
announcer, likes reading the news, say, as contrasted with extemporaneous

commentary. Apart front its determinate contexts, there cannot be a state-
ment of what is meant by the term "reading", used as a noun.

The same is true of the cognate verbal forms, but the consequences are
far more important. Rut, first, two introductory points are needed. (1)

The third person singular verb form, "S reads w", is never used as an indi-

cator of simple activity; it is always confined to indicate either ability
(S reads third grade level books), or proclivity (S reads detective stories),

tendency, habit or the like (S reads other peoples' mail, S reads his mail
first thing each morning") even expectation, (S reads next). There is, then,

an important use of "reads" which indicates ability to read, with various

overtones of habit, proclivity, interest, motivation and the like.(2) There are

various criteria for differences of meaning which need comment here.

(b) Difference of Moaning. Philosophers have a number of criteria

for the.difierence of meaning of two sentences, S and S'. They differ in
moaning if there if something logically entailed by the one which is not
logically entailed by the other. Sometimes this is not easy to determine,

but there are additional tests. For instance, S and S' differ in meaning
if a given paraphrase of the one is not a paraphrase of the other; or if

.a given transformation of the one is not a transformation of the other.

S and S' differ in meaning if the conditions for verification of the one or
the conditions for the falsification of the one differ from those of the

other.

In pravatic contexts there are other texts, each of which is sufficient.

S and S' differ in meaning if the conditions for an appropriate objection to the

one differ semantically from the conditions for an appropriate objection

to the other. The seine holds for the conditions of appropriate questioning
of the truth or sense of one or the other. Whether these are all equally

good tests is not something we need to debate here; they are serviceable

on the whole and doubtful cases can be handled specially. On each of the

tests "S is reading Great Ex ectatiove and "S read Great ctations" will

differ in meaning, as w 11 'S reads Great Expectations each morning".

The various terms, "read", "reads", "recognized", "identified", that

function importantly in discussions of reading are, like the other common
terms of English, susceptible to semantic contagion from terms in their

environments. They undergo meaning adjuqtments required by other terms

in the sentential and discourse context.' And the criteria for different
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meanivz:. of pain. or sentoco8 (rev,ntdlu:Is of vlictlier thny contain exactly
the saw. %:ords) &tven aliove) arenoL sufficient to locate thou° differences of
meanise, J1tat is, in tho pair of sentences "Plato knows philosophy" and "fido
knees his dozonse" is the difference of meaning, which vill exhibit itself on
any one of the tests mentioned, located entirely in the differences of subjects
and objects or is the difference also located in the common term "knovs"e There
is not a generally adcepLed Les: by hich we can show that two different substi-
tutions of a sentence frail "Jones negotiated the x" differ in meaning with
with respect to a particular term "negotiated" when we substitute contrasting
objectives: "Jones negotiated the bonds", "Jones negotiated the sale", "Jones
negotiated the curve". Yet, the differences in conditions of verification and
falsification suggest that there is a difference in meaning with respect to that
common term and there are some quite relinble auxiliary tests which locate the
meci;in& differences fairly well. For inetance, consider the corresponding
"failure" or negative situations. Jones fnited to negotiate the curve (the
bonds), (the so le) "; Jones failed in negotiating the curve (the bonds) (the sale),
Jones rds-negotiated the curve (the bonds) (the sale). The contrasts in conditions
of verification and falsification and simply, in the observable events that
would be involved, reliably indicate that the semantically contrasting objects
induct semantics] contrasts in the common perm "negotiated" and its correla-
tive negatives and contraries. The same holds for the term, "read" and for the
transitive, progressive pi:esent "in reading". Where we use forms of these words
to refer to an activity, whether completed or in progress, suitable contrasts
in the expresseror implied object of the activity will induce contrasts in the
meaning of the term "read" or "Isreading". This means that there is not one
activity or one simple class of activities which is reading, but that the very
kind of activity which is going on or which went on, is a function of the
areet upon which the activity was directed. (This correlates well with contrasts
in what-is-perceived that are discussed at the end of this chapter).

(c) Difference of Object. Now we have to be more specific about the
"object upon which the activity is directed". In some cases we may literally
mean a physical object (e.g. a line of letters, as contrasted with an organized
sentence, or a book). But in other cases the object of the activity is not so
much the thing named by the grammatical direct object, as it is the intended
output of the activity (e.g. reading aloud, reading for sentence or paragraph
meaning, reading for correct spelling, reading for story-line, character devel-
opment, political slant, incorrect assumptions etc.); and the Intended output,
if achieved, is made accessible in out-put manireetations (responses on tests,
voluntary reports, etc.) the contrast of process is not correlated as closely
with contrast of objects as with the contrasts in the resulting perceptions.

For each of these reading outputs, there is a corresponding set of senses
of "S failed to read "S failed in reading x", "S misread x", and "S
did not read x".

In another dimension, the term "read" (past tense) forms a family resem-
bling set of same-term occurrences, where the expressed or implied objects are
in categoriel contrasts of quite different kinds from the small group of ob-
jects that we will consider.

1. '%4e want achild to learn to read a ruler". "He read the ruler, but lost
count of the eighths."

2. "He read the letter but confused it with a 'd'".
3. "He read the book bui could not understand it."
4. "He read the word but said he did not remeeber its meaning." "lie read the

word and told me what it meant but could not pronounce ft."
5. "He read the speedometer and saidwe were going too fast". "He read the

odometer and said the car was worn out."



6. "He read
7. "Ho read
8. "He rend

9. "He read
10. "He road
11. "He read

nor the
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the entire part at the r'udition but gave it: no meaning."

, understanding the words but not the ideas
the Frenh book to me in English."
my English book to himself in French."
the Arabic numerals in Roman numerals."
the entire story but could remember none of the characters' names
city where it happened nor even the period in history."

It does not seem that any of these sentences expresses ideas which are
necessarily false (like "Three and three are seven") or necessarily metaphori-
cal. Rather, taken as a group they indicate the enormous variety of truth
conditions which we allow for statements whose key term is "read" and whose
basic form is: "lie read X " If one has the least doubt that one can
read a set of rules and in one sense understand the words and in another not
understand at all, though evidently one could read them aloud quite competently
and with proper phrasSng then teed the Federal rules of Civil Procedure. There
are kinds end kinds of reading; it is the nuivest of theories which will mini-
mize their differences.

2; The different senses of "S read x" exhibit dependence upon
contrasting pragmatic conditions and differences of truth
conditions.

Consider the conditions of applicability for expressions like (1)"S read
Catcher in the Rye", (2) "S read the title of Catcher in the Rye", (3) "S read
the first sentence in Catcher in the Rye", (4) "S read the first clause of
the first sentence in Catcher inFhe Rye", (5) "S read the first word in
the first sentence in Catcher in iTY Rye", (6) "S read the first letters of
the first word in the first sentence am Catcher in the Rye", (7) "S read
a map of New England to find his way to Cape Coei, TETI'S read the names on
the building directory", (9) "S read the dictionary entries for 'apple",
(10) "S read the score for the Beethoven First Piano Concerto", (11) "S

read a comic book while he was waiting for a bus".

We can see that completions of the sentence frame, "S read NP " differ,
in the sorts of things whose names may be substituted in the object position,
that those subsittticrm refer to categorically contrasting thihgs and that: as
a consequence of the categorial contrasts of the objects, the truth conditions
for the applicability of such a complete expression to a particular situation
vary considerably from one another. And they differ not just in the designa-
tion of the object which is read but in the processes which are involved.

Secondly, we see that there is not just one process that might be in-
volved in a particular reading task but rather, depending upon what criterion
we have, there are different sets of truth conditions which would apply. For

instance, some people would say, S had read the comic book only if he had
read all the words in the clouds within the blocks; others, if he could re-
count the story, regardless of whether he had read the words; others, if he
had a version of the story by which it in recognizable that his recounting is
controlled, even if not successfully, by the text and pictures; and so on,
through a long list of alternative criteria. The expression, "S read a comic
book", apart from some supposed background standard of what it is to read a
comic book, is. vague.
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Imaeine how much more vague is the general statemeet "S read Catcher
in the Rye. chat does S have to knoe afterward that he did not kii;;; banee
11ila'r for this to be true? Does he have to recognize the story if we
tell it to him': How long after? The same holds-for "S read the firet letter
of the first word in Catcher in the Ry". Does S have to have said the letter?
Does he have to answer correctly what the letter is? Is it suaraent that
he understands the sentence, even though he mrty have skipped the first word?
But what is it, in reading, to "skip" the first word anyway? We are certainly
not requiring that for a person to rend a passage he must fixate on every
word; nor a fortiori, do we mean that he must fixate on every letter. Then,
if S read Tie first sentence of that book, does it follow in thitt context
that he has also read the first word and indeed read the first letter? The
answer is that we do not have linguistic conventions which are decisive on
these questions. Either answer is correct, depending upon what one intends
to conclude from it. And sentential implication relationships of expressions
in English are in many eases indeterminate apart from a context 2n which some
convention is adopted, some stipulation offered or some assumption implied.
"S read Catcher in the lye" does not entail "S read the first letter of the
first sentence in Catcher in the Rye" or even "S read the first sentence of
Catcher in the Rye/177And the latter does not entail that S read the first
Isafer of the first word in the sentence. All are logically independent of
one another.

(a) Context dependence of what counts as reading. Now the way this
sort of problem is handled in contexts where reading is under discussion or
is being taught is that the participants explicitly, or implicitly, adott: an
output criterion. That is, they adopt some behavioral manifestation or group
lifitvi6743 manifestations as the necessary conditions for the truth of
expressions of the form "S read the riest letter of the first word in Catcher
in the Rye". For instance, they may adopt some all- or-not hihg criterion !NY:
Can S name or write the first letter? That will not be a decisive test by
itself, because S may simply guess luckily or because he has some reading
difficulty put "p" for a "d" or the like. That will not, apart from a separate
convention to the contrary, decisively settle whether he read the first letter
or not.

At the early stages of teaching reading the criteria as to whether a
beginner has or has not read a letter or a word are Imposed by various sorts
of unarticulated conventions which in effect determine the Meaning of the word
"read" in the context and may determine the meaning in ways quite different
from its uses when we talk about adult reading, with the result that the
activities of the child may have no demonstrable or even coherently describable
relation to the activities of the adult which receive the same name. Believer,

rather than take the perverse road of skepticism, we assume that there is an
unarticulated logic in the ways experienced teachers have tested their pupils
for reading performance and regard the behavior which is used as a truth deter-
miner for "S read the first letter of the word 'dog" as the "output manifes-
tation" of the results of s' reading process. For example, if in a certain
context he is considered to have rend that letter only if he can, while looking
at the word, say it aloud, or, if he must select an equiform letter from a
list of letters, or if he must underline a word which begins with the same
letter; in each case, I consider the test behavior as a sufficient output-
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-manifeetetion of rvadine when S gets the right anewer. We need not coaceed
that S bee not rend the leteer whenever he fails to produce the expected
output-manefestation; for be mey he ohdurate disobedient, motor or speech
handicapped, confused, or unmotivated. Thus what in the classroom situation
may he regarded as a necessary condition for reading; that letter Cah at best,

from a theoretical point of view be a sufficiene condition for st having

done so, and that revires that we ignore chance, accidents and lucky guesses.

We observe that: for the elementary reading processes, such as letter
reading, word reading and phrase reading, there are various sorts of behavior
manifestations which teachers use to determine whether or not the reading
process has occurred mid to what degree it- has been successful. I call these
things "output manifestations" and have listed some of them at the right-hand

side of Table I in Chapter 3. I do not pretend to heve found the full range
of output manifestations which are from time to time used by inventive tea-
chers as criteria for the eecurrenee of one of these kinds of reading; it
is enough for, now that s. e observe that there is a fairly standard range of
these manifestations which have been consecrated by their incorporaeion into
standardized tests of reading performance, measured comparatively.

It would be a mistake to think that any one of these results (e.g. saying

the letter aloud) can be reached time after time and correctly through only

one process. As will become clear in Chapter 3, there are a variety of pro-
cesses which can, as defined in terms of standarized out-put manifestations,
be called "letter reading processes", even though their component elements
differ markedly. But, this is one of the conclusions I want to demonstrate.
For now, it is sufficient that we note that processes will be called "letter
reading" or "word reading", etc., in terms of whether they meet generally
accepted out-put manifestation tests, regardless of their other differences.
Test makers, aware that there are varying processes by which one nay come up
with indistinguishable results, adopt strategies designed to limit the range
of processes which can be employed. Thus, they will, on a .letter reading test
try to eliminate letter-reading which proceeds from whole word recognition
followed by analysis of the word into its spelling. For our purposes it is
sufficient to classify processes into groups in terms of their outputs and
to group and identify the outputs through the standard out-put manifesta-
tions which we find in various readine work-books, classroom reading exer-
cises and tests; that gives usan initial description of what we mean by "utter
reading", "word recognition", and the like.

When we get to reading outputs, such as "S read Catcher in the Rye",
then "S read C in R" and "S'read C in R"may both be true without its being
true that the same reading processes were used by S and S' even though both

may satisfy equally well the overall out-put manifestation criterion. For

instance, S may read the book "word for word", whereas 5' way read some parts
phrase by phrase, others, word by word and in some cases have to resort to
sounding out words, reading a sentence aloud or spellir.g words to look up in

the dictionary. And another may combine those processes with various sorts
of meaning anticipation and meaning search.

( b ) Inconsistent truth conditioas across' diecree contexts. Not only are

there diverse conditions of applicability for the termTriln (p.t. trans. )

we haveoin ordinary usage conditions of applicability which are incompatible
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It would be proper. to say Smith had read a certain sentence which we
are sure tie had never seen before, if after looking at the written sentence
be could look away and repeat the whole thing to u5.2 And this, regardless
or the fact that it is in o language which he can pronounce but cannot under -
stand, or ia words he can pronounce but does not know, as when my ten year
old reads "Ontogeny recapitulates phi logeny" and asks 'what does that mean?".
To have read "ontogeny recapitulates philogeny" the parson does not have to
say it aloud correctly; for instance, he may put accents in the wrong place
or skip a letter or syllable. In fact, you cannot misread something without
being in some process of reading it. Whatever word or sentence .is misread
must be read. NisreadIng is not at all the same as not reading; and not
reading is not the same as failing in reading Something (performing ineffici.
ently enough to fall below some standard) which is, in turn, different from,
but causable kx) failing to read something.

Reading can certainly go on, paragraph after paragraph, without the
reader's attending to what is meant by the words. This is reading without
(in the absence of) understanding. It is something one can do when reading
a speech of one's own, while thinking of extraneous events. That is different
from another kind of reading without understanding, when one is unable brying,
to understand what he is reading. None of these is the same as reading and
misunderstanding what is read; and yet misunderstanding, like mis-reading,
can go on only if reading is going on.

Reading without attending to the meaning, reading while attending to meaning
but while being unsuccessful in grasping a meaning, And reading with attention
to a meaning which is misunderstood are all casesof reading. Reading without
understanding, whether that involves suspension of attention to meaning, failure
to grasp a meaning or error about the meaning graspedois still reading. It is
therefore evident that one can read without extracting any meaning which is
there from the text. (That also calls our attention to another fact, that in
certain respects what meaning there is in the text is there inherently and
not on account of the relationship of the text tp a spoken correlate. But:

we shall return to the theme of inherent meaning of inscription systems later.

A person may be reading a text but in such a way that he is wholly unable
to say afterwards what he has been reading. One quite simple explanation for
this is that the material, after being processed Into his short-term memory is
simply not interesting enough to be put through the longer process required
for long-term memory. The reader may be looking for certain information (e.g.
the names of Josephine's parents) or he may be interested only in certain
features of what was written (e.g. whether the thought processes are formally
expressed, whether the vocabulary is repetitious, whether the style is iden-
tifiably that of a certain author) and, as a result, information which neither
satisfies nor defeats such search objectives(and related 117potheses formul-
ated during the reading)is not stored. The reader thus attends to the thought
content while he reads but without processesing it into sterna. Yet, like a
face, the same text when read again in a short while will be familiar; it
will certainly be a tet: "which he has read before" even though in the previous
reading his attention wandered and the thought cootent or at least any coher-
ent overline of thought was lost to his awareness. These sorts of examples
show that among the senses of "S read y" the senses which imply that "S under-
stood y" or, "S remembers y" (at some later date) are not especially privil-
eged and are not, apart from pedagogical ideal; which we may set up
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for our educetional system, wore reodiee ti!en are soilio quite different

kinds of text processing. Neecover, you can: under certain circumstances

read something you understand (like a set of directions on how to find your

owl office froto. where you are) and, even though you are attending to it, not

comprehend it; e.g., a nervous student taking A reading comprehension test when

he is unable to reinforce his understanding by getting the material into his

memory. These are the very things we do not want children to do, but they

are still cases of reading.

These examples show that while in some circumstances "S read x" entails

that S extracted a meaning from X or that S understood X, there are circum-

stances where there is no such eatailment and, in the case of letter or name

reading, such an eutailuent is exyleded. Since everything entailed by an

expreselon is a truth-condition for the statement expressed, the truth con-

ditions epplicoble to "S read x" in different contexts are ircompatible with

one another. Therefore, there cannot be a general definition by way of truth

conditions for "reeding" which would be applicable in all contexts where the

term defined is applicable. That is the same as saying that there cannot be

a general definition of "reading".

Another illustration of the contrariety of truth-conditions for 'S read

x" can be found in the diversity of truth conditions for "S read x aloud".

In the saying of words read, the correlation of the sounds chosen by the pupil

is not supposed to he purely accidental in its coincidence with the way the

words are generally pronounced. What we count as reading alma positively

(in the normil case) excludes an arbitrary correlation of sounds and inscrip-

tion unite which deviates too far from enstoaary sounding:. But we should

think of this at two levels. If the correlation is quite arbitrary and yet

still regular, we my on the baels of its recognizability count it as a reading

in sme ascurc or concocted dialect or combination of foreign accents and

English sounds. But if the correlation is arbitrary and irregular so that

some visual configurations receive unpredictably different soundings, then we

mayenot count what we hear as a reading eloud. But why not? If what sounds

the utter produces are in fact controlled by the array of perceived inscrip-

tions, then the fact that the sounds which are emitted are idiosyncratic

even to an extreme, (provided they are related by some rule which the reader

can be said to be folloaing and such that another person who follows the

same rule can produce a similar set of sounds and provided that the correla-

tion is clearly not coincidental with visual form)does not melee it fail to

be "reading aloud". Wittgenstein noticed) a single word-sounding will never

be a sufficient indication that the person is reading; for we will not have

at hand enough information to know whether the sotinc1s he produces are rela-

ted to the text in some regular way; so also a single word manglins (in

reading it aloud) is not sufficient to show that the person was not reacting.

How long a string of words do we need, to be sure what the answer is? "It

depends". In meet cases we need very fea words to identify success or failure;

yet situations could arise in which it would be difficult to tell short of thou-

sands of words whether we had a reader or not and we could theoretically

imagine any finite numher of correct guesses about which sound comes next by

a performer who appears to be following a rule when he is not. But those

are logical cetremes, raieiug not so much questions about reading as general

philosoplacal questions about what rules arc and what following a rule con-

sists in.
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We spedl, or at Nrsea's rcedtss, steiues or uonsenee words or noneenee
letter;; or erbitrary lettereslesis, etc., or leanias to form sr...lac:noes in a

"lansunge" vl'ich his no linsutstic meanins, and vo sense wailing but only
a gramnar; aed in nom. of there cases do we have readins processes applied

to strings of inecriptions which hove inherent linguistic meaning. But that

just illuetrates that what we rill reedin2, in soma context has an necessary
condition (the inherent linuietic meaning, of the inscriptions) sore:ailing

whose absenee is a necessary condition for something called rending in another
coatexiTT&ce, if in some of the perception experiments the subjects began
to recosnixe groups of letters by their "eense" meaning and not by a 'scanning
of letter fmture.1", the experimenter, if he discovered the deviation, would

say that this vas not the reedieg procese he was exnmining and that the re-
quisite process (cal) it "visuel feature identification") had not been going
on. ) The absence of inherent or even asseciaeed linguistic or senee meaning

is a necessery conditioa for performing some reading tasks in some contexts;

in others,the presence of inherent meaning is required and In others it is

neither required nor excluded. Ordinary language uses of "read" belong

mostly to the second and third groups. But overall, there cannot be truth
conditions either requiring or excluding extraction of meaning or even requiring

meaningful text. So, again, there cannot be a general definition °Trending".

(c) Different: Processes with Similar. Outcomes: Extrinsic Criteria

for Whether Reading...Occurs. Readlieg books, ranng words, readiiliPaases
rending numbers, reading scores, reading lists end reading signs are not one
and the same process applied to different subject-matters, as would be.sawing

two-by fours, two by sixes and two by tens. For the nature of the thing to
be read places coesteninte upon the elements and sequencing of elemental
proceeses involved (like the difierences between sawing logs, sawing cement

and sawing steel). Besides, the outcomes of these proses: es are differeet,

with one being able to obtain without the other. That indicates that not

only are the processes different, but the abilities which "the processes mani-

fest are different as yell. And as we have alreay pointed out, even where
"y" is the very satse thing, under diffetent circumstances, what will count
as a case of "S read y" will differ. For what counts as a case of S's reading

y depends upon the sorts of manifestations which have been privileged:
SRA responnes, oral enterers, reading of questions and subsequent oral answers,

oral narration, etc. For instance, if S follows our progress on a map where
the route is already marked and does so by matching sign names to names on
the marked line, shall we cell it a case of his "reading the map"? That is
not at all the same thing as to read the map to determine a route not already
marked and then to guide our progress by reference to the map. Sometimes
to read words consits in being able' to say them aloud; sometimes, in being
able to select synonynuis and antonyms from a list which is written; sometimes
it involves spleeting words that begin the same way or end the same way or
have the same vowel; somc'timesin completing sentences, etc. These outputs,
which may be manifestations of word-reading, certainly need not be the result
of a single process which, if once mastered, yieldsall these kinds of outputs.
These processes belong to general classes of "word recognition processes",
but that merely underlines the fact that processes are classified as belonging
to the same Class because of the conventional classification of their output
manifestations; and the processes may in fact be of logically quite different

types. This will be discussd further when we consider (Ph. 3) the ordering
of various reading processes.
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Suppose a child rcporte that in school sometimes they read coluens of
words in order to metch pairs of smao worde and o other days they read
columne of words to match pairs of oppoeltee. There are many different things
that may have been clone: spellint; out the words and looking for wordn
with the same letters in the same order; saying the words LO oneself and loaing
for words that are said the same way. Would finding opposites, which could
not be done in either of those ways, be called rending and neither of the fore
mer processes? Only if there is acme privileged sense assigned in the context
to the term "rectiline, perhaps with some particular instructional goal in mind.
And yet, if Johnny is supposed to be looking, for opposites and goes abort: it
by spelling out words aod then looking for, words with the same letters in
the same order in order to eliminate them, he will in the time allowed pro-
bably get no right anseere apd wail he thought not to have been reading or
at least not to have been reading with minimal proficiency 'though the pro-
cessywe know by hypothesis, he was carrying on is a reeding process. That
shows that whether or not a given activity is a reading activity depends upon
what is demanded in a given case as the minimal output manifestation. And
the fact that a person is carrying on some other reading activity than the
one tested is pragmatically meaningless in the circumstances.

Although these are all cases of reading, from the point of view of some
particular kind of reading that one wants to develop in a studentoone or
another activity may simply not count as reading in certain circumstances.
This applies to all the reading processes which we shall distinguish. Any-
thing is a reading process that in some circumstances will, in correct usage
of the term, be considered to have yielded behavior which manifests readies.
But there will always be some context in which each of these processes will
not be considered reading, becaese, without context, their behavior is not
an acceptable manif estation of reading.

Let me illustrate that with an extreme case. "Suppose Cognitively guided search
of meaningful inscriptions which' the basil of the person's prior
cognitive units allows him to extract ,a meaning controlled by the inscriptions
and closely correlated with the inherent meaning of the inscriptions" is an
ideal form of reading. If a person assigned the task of proofreading a text,

should perform the operations above mentioned upon it, be will be said
to have failed to proofread the text, or at least to have failed in proof-
reading it. What counts as a case of reading or of 'minimally proficient
reading is therefore context-bound, and though we may for good social and
educational reasons prefer certain sorts of processing of the visual array
of meaningful inscriptions; there is as yet no sound evidenct to indicate
that these sorts of processings are best acquired by Rnets learning one se-
quence of intermediate sorts of reading over another. ,

There is no "absolute" sense in which we can say of a person "S react y";
rather, there is a family of varying but partially overlapping sets of con-
ditions,, bound to both pedagogical and social objectives, which we consider
to be truth conditions for a perscAhaving read (in some particular sense)
a certain text.

To take an extreme case': in the state of New York, those passages of an
installment purchase contract which. are printed in type face which meets the
legal minimum sire are conclusively presumed to have been rend by the person
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who sign3 the contract, regardless of the fact thnt in another sense of "read",

only an expert weeld be scid to 1u grasped their sebstantiol implication,
whereas, nny paesge printed in leenlly unacceptnble type sixe is presueed
to be unread, reeardlees of the fact that the reader may otherwise fully

underntand the text. This, of course, is a case of a social or institutional
restriction, upon what will count as "having been reed by S".

3. Extension of Family Resemblin- Uses.

Suppose that a child has been working with lists of words, contrasting
the sounds of long and short "o". And suppose that whomever the child sounds
a word incorrectly, he is corrected, and that at first it: is quite rendom
whether he says short or long "o", bus gradually he begins to get them right.
Wns the child reeding the words only ofter he began to get their souudings
right? Or was he reading the words correctly only after he began to get their
soundingn right? The answer here, as in so many of the cases mentioned above,
depends upon what we, fur some policy reason, want to count as a caw: of rea-
dine in such a context. For, as was mentioned above: iTEr-coune as a case
of "S read y" varies with what the context privileges as a minimal reading
manifestotion. The pragmatic extrinsic conditions allow a continual altera-
tion of what. conditions have to be satisfied for reading to occur and hence
allow a continual variation of truth conditions. Wittgenstein pointed out
the oddity of the question "Which was the first word he read", where, it is
assumed that reading is taken to involve assigning a sounding which correlates
with the word in some regular way end does not deviate beyond recognizebility
from the conventional sound correlation with the word. The difficulty is
that, apart from some unreliable subjective report, there is no way of deter-
mining which sounding was the first to result from some regularized process
for deteroining the sound (a regularized process which is not too deviant
from the regularities most Rpm:kers of the Lent:age follot01 What will count

as a reading of the words varies ;pith the objective. And 11y manipulation

of circuostanees we can gradually extend the class of things that will

count as cases of reading.

It must also be possible to read and, in various dimensions, do so in-

correctly. I do not mean only "misread", the way T read piano lassie, but sys-

tematically to do somthing wrong . For instance, nuppose I have all the

wrong ideas about has vowel sounds are made in Latin and about the sounding

of certain eoesorants and consonant groups. So I roll out 'Varna virumquo cane

...." in my idiophones. Did I not read the expression? I certainly trans-

formed the visual array of letters into corresponding sounds and did it in a

regular way, a systematic way. Unless we are in some privileged context,
this is reading, although it may not be the sort of reading a particular per-

son has in mind. Suppose I have encountered some strange Language which I
have come to understand, though I have no grasp of its sound system and decide

like scrag demented arabist to assign tones to the vowels as I read in the

language. This is reading the language aloud. But not in the "usual" way;

it is a family resembling process which is clearly seen to be reading once

the similarity of the case to more ordinary cases of reading is noticed.

By considering "odd" cases and noticing their resemblance to ordinary cases,

we extend the use of "read" to cover them. That is how the family resembling

uses were developed and how they are continually expanded. There is no

inherent lir:it to further extensioris and to further contrariety of truth-con-

dition. because there is no necessity that all use:: of a same-term have any

single thing in common.
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One may woador alseut the polut el my erskasie upoe these "untteeal" use

of osdine: (lhouah; theee casee arc net so uausual when we consider the propor-
tion of olaserom re:loin:a situations in which these kind" of reading occur

and the proportion of experimeetal tile: devoted to exploring them). What

is this supposed to toll tee about reading in general? It is supposed to indi-

cate: 1) thee surothultna what we shall call the "focal" senses of "to
read" there' are various senses which differ in truth-cenditions and differ in
that way amoug themselves; 2) that there cannot be a general definition of "to

read", either in the old - fashioned genus-species definitional form or in the
contemporary truth-conditional form becaune there Ss not a COmoon core to all

cases of reeditta, a eon -eon core which is nor part of pro cases which are not
reading processes; 3) that there is not a sample continuum from minimal reading
procures, charaetveleed as d000dina letters into correlated sounds, throeall
"going from vieual syn.bols to a foam of lanaunae in which manning is already
inherent," to "exerveeina menutna from the array of visual symbols" to various
foram of comprehension. There are variations At earl; "level" and the processes

stand in no psrticular. logical order.

Since we cannot arrive at a simple concept of "reading" which can both

be defined by a single set of true:. conditions (which do not contain sets of
disjunctive conditions which are exclusive and therefore vacuous), and since
we cannot construct a general definition which would be applicable in all cases
of reading, can we isolate some comeon focus of sensen around which the other
uses of "to road" seem to cluster, conceptually?

4. Focal. Meaninas of "to read' and choir Salient Elements.

When we examine in ordinary language a large body of family resembling
same-term uses, we can sometimes distinguish a sub-group of in anings aroued
which the other merninas may be grouped either as contrasting uses with con-
trasting truth conditions or as elementary stages in an activity, for which

the central uses indicate. mastery.

Similarly within the multitude of uses for the forms of the verb "to
read" (taken transitively and allowing a third person singular past tense)

we can distinguish some closely related uses with Common selient features
from those which are peripheral, ancillary or which name processes which
constitute as part of or an approximation of some element of the focal reading

processes. Moreover, there focal uses of "to read" are fairly close to the
common sense notion that really reading involves understanding.

My designating one group of uses of a term as its focal meaning does not

represent any. absolute standard for "primary" or "focal meaning"; nor does it
represent any hypothesis about the development historically of one sense from

another. Rather, we simply notice the sorts of reading which are prized most
highly both socially and institutionally and which appear to be the objective
toward which reading education is directed; and we select the usee of the term

"read" in the fraese "S _read x" (e.g. "The New York Times for last Sunday";

"the latest best-selling novels"; "an analysis of the presidential elections";
"a report concerning the narcotics traffic in costal towns", etc.), which

appear to cluster to ;ether aa representing the kind of thing upon which the
educational process-and the social 'reaarde for rending are focused; that clus-
ter of weanines, we call the focal eeanina of "to read" and time other meanioas,

in which we speak of reading letters, reading nonsense syllables, reading

aloud, reading to form general imprOssionnl reading for correct grammer, etc.
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arc rer,:ded perip!eeeal SOL:.(tS of "to rend". Whetlu it would be useful

to sub-clre:eay the ceeen peripheral uses of "to read" into thone which

are ancllarry but prerequisite for the truth o statements which employ the

focal senses, es distinemished from the "conseqeent" peripheral meanings. of the

same-ter is based on normative consider buns, further sub-distinctions may pro-

duce a facade of "syctem" Which is withouteserious theoretical support. Rather,

wo shall profit mare fro noticing that there are a number of distinct: senses

of "to read" within the focal group; that the truth conditions for these

meanings vary considerably among themselves but that: there are certain melon

and salient elcu,7:ni:s which raise solie interesting theoretical questions.

Very generally, the focal maninbn of "to read" all seem to involve:

(1) perception
(2) visually seimulated;

(3) by an srr'y of inscriptions;

0) which are inherently meaningful

(5) of or through

(6) Wnguistic meaning.

In its focal uses, "to read" ie generally an achievement term; that is,

saying, "S read y" entails that sentething happened airaiilany was "reading-y"

and not just., say, the attempt to reed y. Within the focal-achievement sen-

ses of "co read", we can provisionally distinguish the ilrque from the trane-

arent. All the focal senses of "to read" are taken ;tem to involve terception

which results from n visual stimulus of inecriptions which are inherently

meaningful; but the question no' is whether the perception is of the linguis-

tic marling or through the linguistic meaning, i.e. perception of something

which is not a linguistic meaning. For instance, suppose Jones finds a note

at his door from his girlefriend which says 'Wee bare midnight; no one home;

a% leaving tolln." And suppose Jones, in reading the note, comes to perceive

that his girlfriend is not telling the truth so thet the conscious product of

his reading is the belief "She's a liar". Now it is true that Jones would

not claim to have read that she is n liar, but rather, would claim to have

seen ftrough what FrFead, that: she is a liar. This seeing some state of

affairs obtains through what is read ie transparent a-Ong; the seeing, of what

is meant, either effectively or congnitively, is the opaque sense of reading.

Rarely if ever is there reading in a purely opaque way. The pragmatic

functions of reading are so much more elaborate that the social objectives of

reading cannot be echieved with the reader's simple recognition of what

is meant. There must be the production in the reader of some affective andAr

cognitive sthtes regardless of what is meant. And in noise cases, more is re.

quired: in filling out a job application, the reading of "First Name" must:

be interpreted as the applicant's writing in his name. If the reader neither

believes nor disbelieves, neither enjoys nor condemns, neither approves nor

contemns what is meant, then there is not a characteristic linguistic output

for the process. The characteristic result of a linguistic exchange beveeen

individuals is that both the cognitive and the affective states of the partici-

pants undergo some alteration, an alteration which is at least in part depen-

dent upon the symbolic functions of the liefwistic signal employed. And altvost

as frequently, e result; of each exchange is same form of action or opposition

to acting.
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Ve have he en tiistiets7shin tvo different sorts of reading which ind;-

Weals t-,ay apply to the reeLenec "Liecoln vee ebot on Coed Friday, 1064; in

the "opaque", the reedel understands what: has been claimed but without taking

up an epistenic or evaluativc attitue.e toeard what is asserted; in the trans-

parent sort of rea itng the reedsr takes up belief, disbelief, uncertainty
(or some othsr epistemic attitude), and probably an emotive attitude as we11,

toward whet is meant.; moreover, tbe reader may trans-perceive, over and beyond

the message and come to know (or, perhaps erroacWsTy believe) something
about the speaker, writer or soute other person. Or, the reader may trans-per-

ceive in rending a question so that he formulates the answer. In clessroca

situation:; we tend to emphesize "what ie meant" or opaciee perception through

readingwheniea are considering "comprehension" or "understanding", Otereas

in the im:,ortant transactions of life, it is transparent reading that counts

most, socially and institutionelly. Understaeding the basic directions on

the incone tax forn will avail nntbing Si they are not folloned; understan-

ding the policy statesients of candidates for office is vacant if the under-

standing is separated from shrewd estimates of personal reliability or creel-

ability. When we read a newspaper or negazine, it is not enough to grasp what

is claimed or asserted or opined, this must be supplemented by attitudes

of belief, disbelief, doubt, skepticism, etc., epistemic attitudes, occasioned

by tLe interaction. of what Is asserted acid our prior knonledge and belief.

This is what is often termed "criticel"-reading. Thus there is, among the

focal senses of "to read", a fundamental difference between the functional

(critical) and the aesthetic (aprecintive) kinds of reading. One does not

usvally read poetry or drama to acquire epistonic attitudes towards matters

of fact, evee Large scale social facts, except there ona functions as a critic.

One reads for the acquisition of intellectual and emotional understanding.
Functional reading, whether it be of signs on streets, of the N.Y. Times

of professional texts or specielived reports, is for the perception of states

of affairs spaholized and things beyond those symbolized. This claim is

implausible when first encountered. nut consider our reading of a boo! ,n

the home repair of major appliances; in particular, our reading of a section

on hot and cold water solenoids. What is our reading of this for? It is

for our perceiving what is wrong with the actual machine and being able to

repair it. The reading, functional reading:is for further perception; it is,

in effect, to provide us with the cognitive units needed to make certain per-

ceptual discriminations (knowledge of how a solenoid works an3 what differ-

entially manifests failure to work) which we cannot make without these con-

cepts and beliefs aid which we need to be able to make for further goals (to

be able to repair the machine).

So too, when you read to find out what sorts of changes the law permits

in existing sewerage systems without a state inspection, the reading is for

finding out whether in one's own case (or some case under consideration) one

needs to seek state approval for what one wants done. The function of the

reading is to provide a basis for a judgssnt (which is at least partly per-

ceptual because it depends upon the appearances of things as well as upon

what the books say) about a state of affairs (the parmissability of certain

acts in relation to the sewerage system) which is different' from the state

of affairs perceived in the reading (that the law says such and such -- which

is only a premise of the practical syllogism needed to get a conclusion about

the sewerege systen problem). Similarly, when you read about allergies in a

medical book, it ray be for finding out whether you have hay fever; this rea-

ding is for further perception and it functions that wey by providing cogni-

tive units through which the perception is to he made. (Do I have a headeehe?

A sore throat: Sines pains? etc). And the results of ten perceptions are
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to be compouaded, in the manner indicated by the book, into the judement
that one does or does not have hay fever.

Bat what shall we say of ore's reading to find out whether Naeoleon ma-
rried Josephine? Suppose one comes across the statement in a reliable his-
tory: "Napoleon married Josephine, July 10, 1798". One not only perceives
that et means that Napoleon married Josephine; one also finds out that Napo
leon married Josephine. The latter knowledge is mediated by the linguistic
perception of the statement's meaning and by one's general epistemic rela-
tion to authoritative sources.

Perhaps it is an error to speak of transparent perception in reading
as perception of some state of affairs through the linguistic perception of
what is meant; perhaps "linguistic perception of what is meant" is nothing
more or less than formation of an epistemic attitude toward the state of
affairs symbolized. That is, it may be misleading to postulate that there
is a distinct thing, the meaning of the inscriptions, which is an object of
perceptio; rather the linguistic meaning of the inscriptions may he the mode
of presentation of the state of affairs symbolized; and transparent percep-
tion is perception of the actuality of the state of affairs symbolized, while
opaque perception is simply apprehension of the event symbolized as..mEtnId,
without formation of an epistemic attitude toward its actuality but with for-
mation of affective states towards its actuality.

Talk about perceiving the meaning can thus be regarded as derivative from
the experience of "opaque perception" and "opaque perception" is itself deriva-
tive from transpPrent perception. Hence, the meaning of the expression, as
something which can be perceived without formation of epistemic attitudes
toward the states of affairs symbolized, is a construction to provide an
account of perception which does not have what is actual as its object and
which is derived from such perception.

Our ability to do opaque reading is logically consequent upon our having
learned, in the use of oral language for story telling and adventure spinning,
to suspend epistemic commitment toward actuality and "to make believe". We
have not, therefore, found a theoretically satisfying account of the rela-
tionship of opaque to transparent linguistic perception, though we have some
leads and have found that the issues are the same for reading and for oral
speech. There is an enormous difference between perceiving the linguistic
meaning of the inscriptions presented in the visual array and perceiving
some state of affairs through apprehension of the linguistic meaning of the
inscriptions which form the visual stimulus. Yet both senses of "to read"
are focal senses around which other senses cluster; except when listening to
stories or po4ry, we rarely accord to listening an "opaque" function by which
we understand but remain epistemically dissociated from what has been said;
and even with poetry and stories some judgments are found. So too with rea-
ding, the opaque sort of reading is restricted in its contexts; and it may
be hypothesized that this sort of reading would not even be possible if the
"transparent" reading were not already within our competence. Thus within
the focal senses of "to read" we find inconsistent truth conditions; in one
sense, a person reads a certain document only if he comes to form some
belief about some thing or state of affairs symbolized; and in the other
sense, the person may read even if he does nct form such epistemic attitudes.
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Despite the differences aaeng the focal, transparent and opaque, son-

sesof "to rend", there is something in common: namelyr that reading is a form

of perception for which the stimulus is a visual array of inrcriptions which

are inherently meaningful and the object of the perception is either some

meaning of someehing perceived through the apprehension of linguistic meaning.

The output manifestneions of the focal reading activities are thus character-

istically linguistic; the expression of the resultant meaning-grasp or of

some belief, disbelief, doubt or attitude acquired as a result of processing
the visual array to an apprehennion of its linguistic meaning. A person rea-

ding efficiently may be wholly unaware of any "apprehending of linguietic

meaning" at all; for instance he may be reading a set of directions for

reaching a certain place and the output of his reeding may simply be his walking,

as directed, following each sentence of the messoge. lie may be aware only

of following the directions and of the resultaut. physical compliants. The same

thing holds for proficient instrumental readers of music. The visual ins-

criptions are processed directly into the motions necessary to produce their

sound compllans without any stage of apprehension of their linguistic meaning

in a reflectively conscious act of understanding. In fact, the performer

can be so absorbed in his out-put of sound that: he becomes entirely unconscious

that he is reading; just as a person absorbed in a story may be unaware that

he is reading, turning ingcs, etc.

Those salient common elements, despite their different arrangements within

the focal reading activities, raise a number of interesting questions and

at the same time allow us to place th© inquiry about reading in a larger con-

ceptual context. Reading involves perception, so whet we know about visual

perception in general is applicable. Reading involves apprehension of linguis-

tic meaning and in some cases (perhaps the socially more important ones) per-

ception of non-linguistic events through the apprehension of linguistic

meaning. Thus studies of linguistic meaning and commttnication through oral

language are relevant. The array of inscriptions is said to be inherently

meaningful, in contrast to mote code signals which are derivatively meaningful

and to nonsense symbols which are inherently meaningless, even though there

is a sense in which such symbols can be read . We mutt hook them into the

function of inherent meaning and ask what consequences such a postulate has

for our understanding of the various stages of reading skill.

Since reading is perception and all perception requires cognative

studies on the formation and adaptation of cognative units are relevant, as are

studios of developldental psychology which exhibit what natural order in cognative

development there may be. Let us look further at reading as perception.

5. Reading as. Perception

(a) Distinction of senses of "perceive". First we have to make clear

that we are here u-S-17i71Perceicrjb in a sense which is broader than the sense

in which philosophers have recently been accustomed to using the term and

still soueahat narrower than the senses in which psychologists frequently

use the term. For instance, philosophers will usually count as perception

only those "takings" which occur as a result of sensory stimulation, involve

belief and result in true belief; hence, perception is knoaing through sensory

stimulation, whore "through" means-"caused by". Only v7irdical perception is

perception for most philosophers and all perception results in knowledge.

Needless to say this is much too restrictive a sense for the term when t :e

want to talk about: reading as a form of perception.
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may be no boliefs.about the visual array which result from the reading;
for another, there may be false beliefs which result; and foe a third, there
does not have to be any belief at all. Certainly, there does not have to be
ary belief about the particular structure of the visual array. Yet the way
peycholoeirts use "perceive" is probably too broad, allowing in more than
will be useful. Nevertheless, we can see that theme cases of reading all
involve perception as it is explained by Hochberg'"? who emphasizes that
perception lies somewhere in between those responses which are completely
predictable upon the presentation of a sensory stimulus (and which are usu.
ally called sensations) and those responses which are no more predictable
in the presence of a sensory stimulus than in its absence (and which. are
sometimes, and on account of their other characteristics called judgments).
The perceptual response has the sensory stimulus as a necessary but not a
sufficient condition.As I said, this is a little broad because the particular
sensory stimulus of bold-face Gothic type may not at all be necessary for the
reading response or the person who has read the message. Yet still, the idea
is clear that there must be a visual stimulation, a set of sensations (of pre-
dictable responses for which the stimulation is causally necessary and suffi-
cient) and there must be a response or output (which may or may not have an
output manifestation) which is not accountable solely on the basis of the sen-
sory stimulation but which is not accountable just as easily in the absence
of the stimulation either. The same holds for reading:the response of the
reader cannot be independent of the visual array; but neither can it be de-
termined entirely by the visual array. There must be other factors involved.
Hence, reading does involve perception in this broad sense.

But even in the narrower sense, which I now want to introduce, we have
perception in all the focal cases of reading. For, I want to say that per-
ception occurs only when the subject forms an epistemic attitude which is
the result of his interpretation, via some cognitive unit or other, of a sen-
sory stimulus. More precisely, to perceive is to form a behaviorally deter-
minable epistemic attitude on the basis of the interpretation, via cognitive
units, of some sensory stimulation. By "behaviorally determinable" I mean
that the existence and nature of this attitude can be elicited in behavior,
at least in principle, from a cooperative subject. "Interpretation via cog-
nitive units" is simply judgement in some conceptual unit (or imaginative
unit) so that the judgement can have an internal representation (probably ei-
ther in a picture or a sentence or a model event). We went, then, to use
the tore "perceive" a bit more narrowly than Hochberg, taking only the sub-
class of those intermediate responses between sensation and judgment, which
involve the interpretation of the sensations in cognitive units (concepts,
images, etc.) and which result in a formulated attitude which is behaviorially
testable and discriminable.

(b) Question concerning the objects of perception. In this sense
of "perceihaPi, 'Tic> see", ga7166711777TOFaTE6", can all be used as
perception verbs. But "to read" may be thought to go beyond some of these be-
cause it involves a visual stimulation, which *to hear" and "to feel" do net,
and because it involves the apprehension of meaning which none of the others
requires. Rut that would be. unwarranted. There are, as we have mentioned,
cases of reading which do not presuppose the apprehension of meaning on the
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part of the reader; and there are cases of hearina, feeling, seeing, tasting

and the like which do presuppose the appeeheneion of meaning on the part of

the perceiver. Meaning, yes; but linguistic meaning?a Mar.w.b. Oft W

The fact that reading often involves the apprehension, or at least the

attempt at apprehending meaning does not atake reading sui-generis among our

perceptive activities nor does the feet that it frequently involves the appre-

hension of linguistic meaning.

First a word about mewing in general. We can say that an object or

event or state of affairs hoe meat .in a given individual just insofar

as his perceiving it involves hls actively coming to possess usable informa-
tion concerning other objects, events, states of affaire.or individuals.

Meaning in gon:ral is 211.pificance and significance for a given individual

is usable information concerning other thi.ngs results. And we can, for this

inquiry, further stipulate that nothing is counted as information which is

not,at least in partIthe basis for some belief (whether actual belief or only

potential). Thus there can be meaning in PP object in the sense of a "sub-

jective but not objective" basis for belief, as when the visual appearance of

the crystal ball is the subjective basis for the belief of the fortune teller

but, presumably, is not an objective basis for any such belief. There can be

"subjective -- objective" moaning in things and events, as when the experienced

woodsmen bases his belief that a certain size animal has passed along a trail

within a certain length of time upon the visual appearance of a broken twig

which others in his party have not even noticed but whieh if they did; would

be meaningless to them. What something "tells" us about some thing else is

as much a function of experience, skill, training, custom and attention as it

is of the physical state of the object itself. And the meaning of something

is what it "tells" about something else or some other state of affairs. We

consider this case subjective-objective because the information is there,

objectively, for anyone who has ex subjective dispositions to process it;

whereas this is to be distinguished from objective-objective meaning or sig-

nifieance, where the skill at: interpretatMITI commonplace and perhaps a

necessary concomitant of adaptation to one's environment; for instance, the
ability to tell from its recent positions how far an automobile will go in

the next few seconds is an ability necessary for the survival of the city

dweller; the position and movement of the car is full of meaning or signifi-

cance for him about its future positions, end this is objective within the
city-dwelling community, though it may appear strange and subjective to a

native of the wilderness. Perhaps more convincing is the example of the tele-

phone ring.. It means, objectively, that someone purposely or by error is

calling that telephone number and expects (in a loose sense) an an6wer. This

meaning is objective-objective in our society, though it might only be an

objective-subjective in some parts of the world. As "the meaning" is more

abstractly related to the stimulus wUch "has" it, it apprnaches symbolic meaning.

Besides the meanings of events, there are meanings relationships between

or among meanings. For instance, if the pull starter of one's lawnmowabilas
off in his hand, that means (given his other knowledge) the mower will not

start; and that may moiiiWat your lawn will not be cut that day. Thus

the relatioraip of your finding the pull starter in your hand and your lawn's

not getting cut is that t4ne former is symbolic of the latter; the foreter

means the latter.
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All perception of existential facts is perception via meaning, since
an existential fact is more than the momentary appearance of things and is

more closely attached to the abiding diaosiiions of things than their momen-

tary appearances. (The contrast here is between "being red" and "looking red".)
To see that something is alive is much more than to see it to be in movement;

and yet the visual appearance may have presented only movement to the eye.

The perception of life is the interpretation of the movement through certain

cognitive categories which allow perception that the object is alive. The

meaning of the eveet or thing is what it reveals, to a person who apprehends

its appearance (sensory) through his cognitive units (images, concepts, be-

liefs, schema, etc.),about things which transcend its momentary appearance.

All perception involves the apprehension of meaning; all perceelon in-
volves the interpretation of sensations in units which are not sensory but

are, at least momentarily, cognitive (preconceptual or conceptual). That

is evident just from the facts that the responses of the perceiver are not,

like the responses of the sense, predictable given the stimulus and yet

are not arbitrarily or unpredictably related to the stimluus so as to be con-

sidered irrelevant to it. Moreover, the tissue of perceptual responses is
interwoven so that what one sees by way of one stimulus forms meaning rela-

tionships with what one sees in another thing.

Yet none of this perception of meaning, orobetteroperception via meaning,

involves the use of language (at least directly). That is, none of what I

have mentioned is linguistic perception either in the sense that the percep-

tion is of some:hing linguistic or that the perception is of something througl.

the use of language.

Whatever perception is central to reading is certainly linguistic percep-

tion, in one or another of the two senses mentioned,.at least as long as we

are concerned with the focal senses of "to read". So, for our main consider-

ation of the concepts of reading we shall consider only cases of perception

of or through the symbolic function of particular units of language.

Reading is not the only kind of perception of or through the symbolic

function of particular bits of language. In fact it is for most of us,

subsequent to our having learned oral language and to our having learned to

process language efficiently in listening and speaking. or is the sound-

embodied language the only nori-visual source of linguistic information; there

are ancillary forms, such as pokes, looks, touches, rythmns, etc., which have

whatever symbolic form they possess derivatively and yet, occasionally serve

to convey linguistic meaning.

(c) Linguistic meaning. At this point it is natural for two reasons

for us to stop briefly to consider the nature of linguistic meaning. First

because we have said that certain kinds of reading are the perception of the

linguistic meaning of certain bits of language (embodied in visible inscriptions);

and secondly, because we have already indicated that in certain imporant sen-

ses of the term "to read", the visible inscriptions must have inherent lin-

guistic meaning, and not be merely a code for some other embodiment of lan-

guage which has its meaning inherently, as has indeed been suggested concer-

ning the relationship of speech and writing.

A moment's digression is needed to inveigh against the naive view that because

spoken language preceeded written language historically, the meaning or, sym-

bolic relations must inhere intrinsically in the spoken language and only
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derivatively in ale written language. This is simply a form of genetic

fallacy: reaso.eing from the dependencs in origin of things to postulate
corresponding depondeneee in the things themselves. From a physiological
point: of view, the aural stimulus is jvst as impoverished as is the visual

stimulus. ln fact, the visual stimluus is at least separated in space to
correspond to word and thought unit endings (in modern printing) and several
words are rvailaMe to the eye in a single fixation; whereas, in sound, the
words are separated one from the other; pauses do not coincide with the ends
of thought unites; there Ss not standardization of pronunciation as there is
of spellina; there is not standardized inflection or a determinate rate of
presentation and words uttered are not re-inspeetelile except with the aid
of memory. From many points of view we could say that the auditory signal
is more lepoverished, when comp :n with the written one. Just in the matter
of regularity, the written language tends to be grammatically complete, em
bellishcd with a careful choice of words, and semantically coherent, whereas
spoken language is characteristically disorganized, grammatically. incomplete
and inconsistent, full of meaningless pauseawords and other delaying mechanisms
and utterances often terminate without the expression of a complete thought
at all. Semantic organizat'on abilities and linguistic search abilities are
more:hcavily relied upon in the understanding of spoken language than they
are, except by the fastest readers, in the interpretation of written lan-
guage. The ability to extrapolate imaginatively and to complete what is
unexpreeeed is more frequently needed In oral communication than in reading.
Meaning is "read into" heard language just as much as into written language.

.

The words in these sentences do not embody meaning by standing in cer-'
tam correlations with patterns of sound which have meaning inherently. The

words have meaning by standing to one enother in certain relationships which
happen to be isomorphic to the relationjaps among their sound correlates.
No word is a word all by itself, whether in speech or writing. No word has
its meaning independently of the contrastive meanings of other words in the lan-

guage.

Put most generally, the linguistic meaning of a word is the let of syn-
tagmatic and paradigmatic relations (the combinatorial possibilities) its
word-tokens have with the tokens of every other word.5 Thus the identity of

a word depends upon the identities of other words, determined by the combine-
toral possibilities of all equi-form tokens..

A system of inscriptions is the written form of the language, if and
only if the inscriptions are related to one anther in such a way as to pre-
serve the paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations of corresponding units 0 the
spoken language. And vice-versa: a system of sounds is the spoken form of
a written language if and only if there is a correlation of sounds with ins-
cirptions, such that the paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations among the
sounds arc isomorphic with those of the correlated inscriptions. That is,
corresponding units have the same combinatorial properties (e.g. exclusion,
attachment, substitutiality, modifiability, etc.).

A fourth indication of what is meant by "linguistic meaning" is now re-
quired. First we must speak of "minimal linguistic meaning" and then of
"linguistic meaning" which is minimal meaning augmented with "sense" and
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"referentiel" meaning for sore elemeets of the language. Put most simply,
minimel lingeletic meanieg fer a unit of speech or writing which is cepable
of meanteg and is freely variant, is its set of contrastive coebinaeorial
properties with other such units. Fur example, it is essential to the linguis-
tic meaning of "men" that it cent combine with a single definite article pro-
ceeding it and with such completions as 'Us a male", "is alive", "is unwell".
Whereas, "number" with a definite article proceeding it cannot combine with
any of those sentence frame completions. Each of those completions is itself
partly determined in linguistic meaning by the fact that it can combine with
"man" and not with "numhcr". It would not over simplify things to say that
the first group of predicate completions have something in common in meaning
because they ban combine with one noun ("man") and are all excluded from com-
EingaCeith another noun ("number"); and there will he still other things
with which some sentence frame completions can combine but not all (e.g.
"llis wife"), from which their contrasts of meaning will emerge. The combine-
eorial properties of a term like "man" are simply all those regularities which
determine which things it can combine with in the language and which things
are excluded...it cannot comIsine with either syntactically or semantically.
Part of the linguistic meaning of each word is the disjunctive sets of syntac-
tical environmentslit requires.

(d) Do We Know What is Perceived in Reading? Now, if this is what
linguistic meaning consists in, the combinatorial possibilities of freely
variant meaningful units of writing or speech, then while it is possible that
a reader perceives through some vague apprehension of the combinatorial possi-
bilities of the inscriptions, it is certainly not likely that the reader
ever does perceive the linguistic meaning or combinatorial possibilities of
the words as such. The linguistic meaning of the words is not read off the
page. Rather the meaning of the thought unit (sentence and the like) is
ctenstrued from a prior grasp of the meaning of the words; that grasp is our
knowledge of how to construe the words. In a theoretical way, we could say
that to the combinatorial possibilities of a unit of speech there corresponds
a rule of combination which a person learns when he hearns how to use the word;
there is no harm in our thinking this way, provided that we do not hypothesize the rule
as if it were soma perceivable object.

Thus, knowing the meaning of a term
"how to use it" is not what is perceived
familiar words. Vence, when we speak of
meaning of what he reads, it is not this
meant.

is knowing how to use it. And clearly,
when we read a passage containing
the reader's perceiving the linguistic
sort of linguistic meaning which is

A word token on the page is the same word as some sound token, not because
of the sound spelling correlation, evriassuming that it is perfect,a be-
cause it has the same combinatorial possibilities in writing as the corres-
ponding sounds have in speech. Elements of speech do not sound "like" elements
on a page, they combine as do elements on the page. And, neither in reading
nor in listening are the combinatorial properties directly apprehended. They
are, as we see in children learning to speak, extrapolated by trial and error
in active "how to" or rule-making search.

Then7what is perceived in opaque reading end how is it related to what
we have called linguistic meaning? in ordinary parlance, we say that it is
"the meaning" which is perceived. But "the meaning" is clearly not: the com-
binatorial possibilities of the constituent elements of what is read, for we
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acknowledge that that is not perceived RE ouch . Yet "the meaning" which is
perceived is somehow a coeetruct front the combinatorial possibilities of the
expression elements. Pow can that come ahout? The meaning which is perceived
is "the symbolization", the reality symbolized. Evidently, the symbolic func-
tion of an expression is a resultant of its linguietic sense and referential
meaning.

Within "linguistic meaning" we have distinguished "sense" meaning which
is sensation or other subjective states associated with the sound pattern or
inscription pattern of the word; we have also distinguished "referential
meaning", which we con call the designative possibilities of the expression,
the appropriateness of using it to designate this or that thing.. Not all
words have Dense =Luling or referential meaning, not even all words which
are not purely synentegorewatic. But in ways which empirical linguists
attempt to explain, the meanings of all nonsyncaLegorematie terms which have
neither sense nor referential meaning are derivative from the meanings of
terms which have sense and referential meaning. The meaning which is per-
ceived is the symbol teotion. Just as when I come upon a man sitting next to
Erg-Ma mower in grass 637 inches tall end holding a broken starter pull, I
think of "no grass cutting today", giving to that state of affairs a symbolic
meaning, so when I form similar ideas on perceiving the array of symbols, I
perceive the symbolization. There is, so far, no satisfactory explanation of
the nature of symbolic-meaning; that is one of the reasons why the explora-
tion of the distinction between opaque and transparent linguistic perception
is incomplete. Nor is there as yet a satisfactory account of the relation-
ship between the symbolic meaning which is perceived and the linguistic
meaning, the combieatoria3 possibilities of terms and their sense and refer-
ential. meanings. All we* know for certain is that the symbolic meaning of
expressions is a dependent function of the linguistic meanings of the elements
of the expressions, and that the symbolic meaning is apprehended through the
apprehension of the inscriptions or sounds whose combinatorial properties
embody the symbolic relation. We need a larger scale conceptuel analysis of
moaning. For now, we shall try to get along with the provisional suggestions
which follow. There is not a satisfactory theoretical answer to the questions
concerning whether the sense and referential meanings of terms are prior to
the linguistic (the combinatorial) possibilities of terms or whether the com-
binatorial possibilities determine, by restriction, the "sense" and "referen-
tial"meanings. Therefore, we shall not present our account in such a way as
to have to prefer one solution over the other.

Whatever the logical order among reference, sense meaning and combinatorial
possibilities, the three constitute what I call "linguistic meaning" in the
full sense. This use of the term is broader than C. T. Lewis' use' which does
not include either sense meaning or reference but includes within the linguis-
tic meaning of a term in a given occurrence only those other terms which must
be applicable if the given term is applicable. We need a somewhat broader
notion because the complex idea which a person gets from understanding a sen-
tence involves more than an appreciation of the combinatorial appropriateness
of the terms, it involves ideas, reciprocaly modified, which attach to groups
of words. What is perceived may be what is meant (that is, the specific
state of affairs symbolized) or some misunderstanding of what is talent (some

permutation on:the state of affairs symbolized), but the linguistic meaning
in any sort of strict sense is not perceived as such.
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To illustrate the difference between linguistic meaning arid sense and
referential sieenitia, con eider 110111Q examplN1, "Cicero" and "Tully" have the
some refereece they refer to the same indJvidual but are not synonymous;
so also do "twelve", "the sum of 9 and 3", "the product or 4 times 3", ete.1,
The latter terms differ in lineuistic meaning because their sentential combina-
torial properties aro different; simply put, they are not substitutable for
one another in various sentences and are appropriate only in quite different
contexts.

What a went means is a function of what words can occur in its environ-
ment. What a woz.d refers to (or can be used to refer to) is a function of its
sense meaning and its combinatorial possibilities. It is conceivable that a
person might learn by a careful study of a large supply of documents in an
otherwise ueLnoon language, what the linguistic meaning of every word is
without knowing the sense or referential meaning of any. By compiling a rule,
based upon extrapolation from the occurrences of individual words and the
words they occur with, the person may find a general rule which indicates
which envieonments of other words are acceptable for a given word; if he also.
devises some sort of completion rule so that he knows when an expression is
complete and perhaps develops at. least the rudiments of the grammar, then he
can construct new expressions out of the words in his sample documents and
do so. without any forseeable limitation; despite the fact that the language
has no sense (e.g.The kind of experienced meaning'of "hot" or "red") meaning
or any referential meaning for him at all. If the person understands both
the sense meaning and reference of the terms that have such meaning and under-
stands the combinntorial properties of the words, then be can understand the
meaning et expressions compounded of such elements, even though the meanings
of the eleeents undergo reciprocal adjustments through being concatenated to-
gether.

There is from a logical point of view no reason to suppose that moaning
belongs to spoken language any more than it belongs to written language.
There are units of the written language which concatenate on paper in the same
relations that meaningful units of sound concatenate in speech. A word in
spoken languege is a freely variant.: class of meaningful allophones which stand
in a distinctive sat of paradigmatic and syntagmantic relations with every other
freely variant class of meaningful allophones; and a word in written language
is also a freely variant class of meaningful allographs which bears a distinc-
tive set of paradigmatic and syntagincttic relationships to every other class of
meaningful and freely variant allographs. Whether we want to say that the
English word, say, "cat" is the union class of allophones and corresponding
allographs having isomorphic combinatorial properties is not really important.
The sound is not the word; the meaning is not the word; the array of letters
is not the word; rather, the word is present in the sound and in the spellings,
but not in aca such case. For instance if a book began with "The sleep
brown cat fled over the housetops", the mere fact that the allograph "sleep"
which be to the orthographic type "sleep" occurs does not suffice for
that word to have occurred; rather, we have here a misprint of "sleek". We
Shall not stop here to investigate how syntactical and semantica/ relations
determine whether we have one or another word; if the expression is grammati-
cally correct, we cannot have "sleep" in that concatenation. Occurrence of
the graph is not siiTTicient for occurrence of the noun; nor is it neceseAry
as is clear fray' the fact that in some conte- :is, omission of the inscriptions
does not defeat occurrence of the word.
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At the very least en should be able to agree that it is unclenr what
is perceived by a persoa vhe perceiver Oat; is meant by a givea writ een
statement. Suppose' this is what is written: "The Romans croneed tn Eeglish
Chennel in galleys roued by sleves". If it is properly read, is the reader
supposed to perceive that the. Romane croesed the Channel in gelleys rowed by
slaves or 4 he anpposee to perceive that the writer claime that this is the
case or is he supposed to perceive the state of affairs, in some epintemic
limbo which requires neither belief nor disbelief? There are problems concer-
ning the object of perception for the focal meanings of "to read", problems
that are fee loss troublesome when reeding, in its peripheral senses, is con-
cerned with a simpler discrimination task.

That conclueion shell we reach concerning the objects of perception, for
the focal seanee of "to read"? First, that reading may be a way of finding
out that something is the case (just as being told may be a way of finding
0110; OVell more so, reedina is a way of f$.ndin out for oneself. Reading may
be a way of perceiving states of affairs, just as hearing is, when what is
read (like whet is hoard) in th, context of other things we know indicates
some additional state of affairs; e.g. that the writer is lying or that: the
writer is misinformed, or that he knows what he is talking about. But these
are transparent uses ef "reading". It is the "opaque" perceptions which are
hard to describe; for it is "the meaning", which is perceived and we cannot
in any satisfactory way say what the meaningoas a perceptual object, of the
inscription actually is. Part of the difficulty' may be in the way we use
"perceive"; it is very easy, as can be illustrated with almost any word, to
extend and vary the meaning of a term by repeated use in contexts heving di-
verse qunlifications and considerations. And that is exactly what has
happened in the discussion of perception by psycholinguists, psychologists and
educators; "perceiving the meaning" is not perception that despite the
fact that by asking about what is perceived in certain situations we naturelly
end by saying that it is the meaning which is perceived. It is true that in
translating some Latin expression 1 may eventually perceive that "citnini
sectores" means "hair splitters", but this is in contrast to the situation
where I am reading, perceiving the meaning of what is written, but not expli-
citly perceiving that such and such is the meaning of what is written.

When we ask "what is the object of perception? What is it that is per-
ceived in reading?", the grammatical form of the question naturally leads us
to contrast, es if they were alternative objects, meaning and states of affairs
meant. But they are not alternative objects. Their differences, while accommo-
dated, are obfuscated by my speaking of apprehending the meaning and perceiving
that one's friend is lying. For apprehending the meaning and perceiving the
meaning are about the same thing, and. are categorially distinct from perception
through apprehended meaning.

One perceives what is meant, in the literal and straightforward sense
of what is meant by the utterance (as distinct from what is meant by the utterer,
which may be the very opposite) when and to the degree that the internal rep-
resentation (whether in concepts, beliefs, imagination or abstract thought) of
the message approximates the objective representation prescribed by the syntac-
tical and semantical relationships of the units of the signal.
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Presuiaahly, in the focal rending situations the reader interprets the
visu:11 array flit in letter namcs or word mance but in associated ideas and

he understands to the degree that his complex idea is at representation of
the idea euhoclied in the written text. If there is an internal representa-
tin in Ideas or Leliois or images of what is meant by a text, then the ViR..

ual stimulus, transmitted in optic neural impulses, must be interpreted.
Contrasts within this signal must have significance for the perceiver; this

can happen only if the contrasts are interpreted through cognitive units. And

different readers can differ markedly in their reading rates only if the pro-
cessing units are different.' So we need to consider cognitive units and their

functions.

(e) Formation of Cognitive Units and Their Function in Perception. There

has been consideralle investigation WdeNt;Tepllal psYWOlogists of se for-
mation of cognitive units with detailed and interesting results in our under-

standing of child and adolescent. development. An example of a cognitive unit

is the idea (schema?) of "conservation" which Piaget has shown to be necessary

for the performance of certain tasks and for certain kinds of perceptual discrimi-

naion.

In general, we can call something a. cognitive unit which is necessary for

a perceiver to have in order reliably to make perceptual diacriminati.ons of

qualities which are not sensory contrcules and at least in our culture, are con-

sidered objective differences in objects or states of affairs. Many of these
cognitive units ate culture-relative, many are skill - relative and many are

interest-relative. For instance, the idea of a "beat", in the tuning of

instruments is interest, skill and culture relative. Yet, persons well-trained

can tell to within a beat or two how far from unison two strings arc. A per-

son without the requisite training, and someLimee even with it but without a
naturally good car cannot "count beats" and cannot reliably make such percepe

tual judgments. Yet there is no doubt at all that the discrimination is
"objective" within the group of trained discriminators. Similar discrimina-

tions in colors, with respect.to brightness, hue and intensity can be made

by some persons and not by others. And in both cases, the results of the
judgments can be independently checked by coherence tests with the scaled

outputs of certain testing instruments.

Any concept which has an empirical application can be a cognitive unit

in perception. For instance, if you know something about gasoline engines,
the sound of the operating engine when interpreted by you in terms of the

theory underlying the engine can lead to precise perceptual judgments concer-

ning the "idle adjustment", "the power adjustment" and the like; these are

perceptual judgments for which a person who has not those concepts would have

no,experiental basis whatever. It is in terms of cognitive units that other-

wise meaningless sounds are the basis of perceptual judgments. For inatance,

the labored breathing of a peitient may have minimal meaning for a laymay who

can tell only that something is wrong; and his sense that something is wrong

may be heightened by stethoscopic amplification of the sound; but he cannot
discriminate dimensions of the sound which are apparent to a physician who, on
hearing them, can determine specific features of the patient's condition.

Possession of a cognitive unit (a kind of a perceptual set) may be a prerequis-

ite for discrimination within the perceptual field and may be the basis for

a judgment concerning the state of the patient's health. 'Thus a cognitive

unit has two essential elements: (/) it is the subjective prerequesite for
reliable discrimination of the presence or absence of elements of the sensory

stimulus and (2) it exposes to the perceiver the objective evidential bnsis
(through discrimination) for the resulting perceptual judgment.
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Readil, like all perceiviee, is accomplished through cognitive units
and a6 kw as the cognitive uoitt-: are minimal, such as letter discrimina-
tiou features and nawes, the focal sorts of reading caunot Le accomplished.
But with more complex cognitive units, beliefs about the subject matter,
nowledee of the world, grasp of the use of language, rich imaginative asso-

ciations, and a v:riety of logically ordered concepts, reading can proceed
in larger units. This, as is well known, is the only way- we can account for
the difference between the speeds of the accomplished reader and those of the
beginner.

We do not have very much in the way of evidence at the neurophysiologi-
cal level about reading. But we have enough, as Smith has adroitly shown us,
to keep us from waking SOW very misleading assumptions; for instance, that
the skilled reader fixates much more frequently and usually takes in a much
larger area than does the beginner. Once would naturally have thought: that
hoe fast one reads depends upon how fast one motes one's eyes. It is also
sobering to realize that the information is coded in the simple yes-no pat-
terns of nerve firings, with that pattern subjected to the extremely complex
system of threshold stimulations and fatigue states of individual and grouped
nerves. With the exception of certain predictions we can make about what
would happen to one's reading ability if certain nerves were damaged, there
is relatively little to know beyond such generalities as Smith and Hochberge
have already observed: that the brain directs the movements of the eye, that
peripheral vision may be extremely important in saccade ,-lengeh deLermina-
tion; that there are time limitations upon the processing of information
and that, logically, if more informetion is prozessed in the same time it
must be processed in "higher cognitive units"; and that, still, the unit
from which all the information arises is the array of letters on the page,
the same set of discriminable "features" which is there before the illiter-
ate, the beginner, the college student, thin export and the speed-reader.
The discriminable features are there in the array. Rut that does not mean
that everyone can discriminate those featres. One needs a certain way of
looking at the array to discriminate its elements. That "way of looking" is
a cognitive unit. The eeatural discriminations are objective-objective in
our society, since most persons can make them ,and all consider the distinc-
tion to be objective in that they are person-independent in the stimulus.
Other contrasts within the visual array, noticed on the basis of correlations
of letter contrasts and thought units, may be considered objective-subjective;
that is, they arc objective because they are really on the page, but aubjec-
tive because their discrimination as contrasts of meaning is not available
to persons who have not associated such letter contrasts with thought units
in contrast. This is, so far, somewhat like Smithts theory.9

Yet there are questions raised by this hypothesis. We need some
explanation of how the cognitive units come to be attached to the verbal
symbols (especially if we reject as more than a temporary expedient the "de-
coding to speech" account) and of how the cognitive units come to be adapted
from their function in processing auditory language to the activity of visual
perception.
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Attoc.hont.andAdptation. These are problcTatic relationships. How cog-
nitive unii ts arc formolia not unerstood el tier, but at least we have
the rialloUan and similar clvolopm:..ntal accounts of how they come about and
we have every rUASOU to believo that somoLhing like assimilation and accomoda-
tion are generic processes which gradually load to the iormation of new
cognitive units. If Pinot Is right about the necessity for a cognitive re-
orgnnization at each developmental stage,10 does the adaptation of linguistic
abilities to visual stimuli require cognitive reorganization? If it does,
why do we not teach reading by following the patteulof organization through
which the language was acqui ed in the first place?

So let us start with this problem: what is the difference between a
cognitive unit and a "weaning"? First there is a difference of function. The
function of a cognitive unit is to permit and serve as the basis for a per-
ceptual or judgmnntal discrimination: to uncover the evidential basis (by
partitionint the perceived. or thraouzht-about) for aFTF;TTTiiI4ptual
if 6Yra sensation cud conceptual if only intertaralay-based upon sen-
sation) that somethint does or does not actually obtain in the world; for in-
stance, that two strings are or arc not in unison; that two wines are or are
not equnlly heavy; that spots on the horizon are or are not mallards; that
a particular engine is or is not receiving too much fuel and too little air.
Cognitive units are the vehicles for discrimination in judgment, vehicles
without which there could be no experienced evidential basis for the judg-
ment because the evidence would simply not be available to the perceiver or
thinker.

Meanings are of various sorts, linguistic, referential, sense, associa-
tive, connotative, emotive, and so on. There are meanings corresponding to
cognitive units; but there art meanings which are complexes of cognitive units
as well. Meanings are functions; they can only in the loosest of senses Le
said to differ in function from cognitive units because cognitive units have
functions but are not themselves functions belonging to anything else; wrieFg-
as, meanings are functions of units and complexes of language and, sometimes,
by anology, of natural objects and events and cannot be said to have functions
except instrumentally.

Just as "wrenching" is the function of certain tools and "wrenching" can
be said to have, instrumentally and accidentally, various functions (e.g.
to assist us in putting certain pipes together), it does not of itself have
a function; so too "to see" and "to moan" are respectively, the functions of
different things and do not by themselves have functions, whereas "cognitive
units" are like tools, so that a particular cognitive unit hoe a function,
"discrimination" or "contrast creation", just as a wrench ha.; the function
of "wrenehing!'; that which is A function is categorially different from what
has the function. Thus there is a categorial difference between cognitive
units, which are units of organization of thought (and may have a physical
correlate in units of brain state organization and interaction) and meanings
which are functions of linguistic entities (and some natural entities) in
interaction with a perceiver capable of cognitive activity. There cannot be
meanings unless there are perceivers with cognitive units because it is a
necessary condition that for things to have meanings there must be cognitive
units in which discrinlinatioo, based upon such relationshipn to other thins,
can be mde in perception sad thought.
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Having made thilt distinction between 11,:aning and cognitive units ve may
now ask liar: cognitive units become attached to vieval array:, of symbols and
hew adaptation of thy: cognitive units in which heard language is processed
comes about to facilitate the processing of written language.

Attacheent. That does attachment consist in? For instance, are the cog-
nitive amts -ca "causal relation, causal irreversibility And time-precedent of
cause over effect" attached to the words (to the meaningful sound-tokens)
in which someone says to a child "Joh3riTate the last of the cookies. Was
there a cookie left for Jane?" It seems that not. Rather, those cognitive
unite seem to he units of thought organization, almost like pathways, so that
if the child' is about to respond "Yes, there is a cookie left for Jane be-
cause the mother said for Johnny to leave one for Jane ", that pathway
will be blocked; and cognitive units also seem to function like gating de-
vices which open if there is a certain "thought pressure" and therefore con-
trol the thought paths. For instance, imagine that there is a certain pres -
sure for the child to provide an answer and to give a reason for it, perhaps
because of some offered reward. The cognitive units, at least of the sorts
mentioned, are not attached to the words but are channels through which the
meaning of the words is processed. But perhaps those are "formal" cognitive
units and there are material cognitive units which are, like concepts, simply
attached to verbal signs. For instance, "equal-sided" is a cognitive unit
in terms of which perceptions of sameness and difference are possible con-
cerning various otherwise different figures and without which no well founded
judgment that they are the same would be possible (apart from much more ela-
borate ideas as "Euclidean plane figure", which however might not exclude some
figures, as required.) There are words for various cognitive units and
therefore, cognitive units are the mean ings of (what is meant by) certain
words; but that does not make cognitive units into meanings or meanings into
cognitive units; though it does indicate a correspondence which may be useful
as part of the explanation of symbolic relations.

First-order cognitive units are simple concepts, simple abstractions;
second-order cognitive units are logical and causal relationships Fong .con-
cepts and correspond to logical and natural law-like regularities.Ohere
are higher-order cognitive units cannot be doubted. In fact there are cog-
nitive units corresponding to each kind of abstraction and each level of logi-
cally distinguishable generalization which we can find in thought. A cog-
nitive unit is like a switching device, combining and separating thought
stages into further tioight stages. It is easy enough to imagine the neural
correspondences to cognitive units ae dispositions of the neural network to
proceed immediately from one neural configuration of excitation to another,
having a definite pattern in relationship to the first, though that pattern
(given the preceeding fatigue states, thresholds, etc.) may not be easily
observed to be related to the first except through prior understanding of
the pattern. Thus we do not want to say in general that cognitive units arc
not attached to words but rather that first order cognitive units are attached
to words and that higher order cognitive units (while, as designate attached
to the words that name them) are not attached to words but are att'ached to

the meanings of words or to concepts. So we still have the question of how
the concepts are attached to the words.
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But tbun we realize that as Wittgenstein observed in the p1.11 no9ks that

there is smething.wreng with that sort of question.11 For the words are
meaningful verbal symbols; meaning is not attached to the word, it is consti-
tutive of the word. Meaning is attached to the perceptually discriminable
inscriptions (though we must keep in mind that some parts of inscriptions
are perceptually discriminable only in so far as we take them to differ in

meaning: read, read). Now what does it mean to say that meaning is attached
to the perceptually discriminable inscriptions?

Well, what does it mean to say that meaning is attached to perceptually
discriminable sounds? Especially, what does it mean in light of the fact
that the perceptual discriminability of the sounds is itself dependent upon
one's ability to -sttach meaning to them? Wittgenstein was more than close to
the truth when he observed that the meaningfulness of the sound consists in
its having a use; for the 44terenti41.meaniagfulness_of_sounds consists in
fheir_eentrastiveng,. And the same sounds can have different meanings which
are not usually confused because they have contrastive uses which are in accord
with contrasting rules of concatenation.

The developmental studies of children's language indicate that sounds
have meshing for children just in so far as they can use them to express
feeling, desire-instigate action, evidence replies, and generally, interact
with other persons.12 So too with written words; they have meaning in so far

as they have a use. That their use may be accessible to some children only

by a painful correlation of the inscriptions with sounds which already have

a use and through which the word as written is recognized does not show that

the meaning of the inscription consists in its derivation from correlated

sounds. Correlation may be for some children the means of access to the dif-

ferential uses of the inscriptions as linguistic entities; REFge use is

already there inherently in the objective combinatorial possibilities of the

inscriptions within thelanguage.

Some individuals, almost miraculously, discover the contrastive meaning-

fulness (the contrastive combinatorial regularities) of certain inscriptions

without the correlation process or with only minimal dependence upon it. They

already know the language and succeed in transferring from auditory to visual

forms of the language without an item by item correlation. We, naturally,

want to know more about this process because it is direct"learning to ready

and we want to know how this can be done without the sort of interaction with

persons which goes on in the early learning of language.

How is the adaptation of skills from one kind of sensory input and out-

put to another brought about? Not much is known about this, though there have

been some studies of adaptation and of skill development and decrement. This

is one of the theoretical areas which need further exploration.

For now, let us review the results so far. First we argued that the per-

ception in reading must go on through the use of cognitive units which are

Criteria of perceptual discrimination. That raised the question of whether

the cognitive units are attached to word tokens (verbal inscriptions or

sound events); there are varying levels of cognitive units, of which only the

first level attach to individual wards, (although almost all cognitive units

have verbal names). We then asked what P,tachment of a cognitive unit to a
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sound or inscription consists iu and we found that it consists in tne syebeide

having a differential use, differential combinatorial regularities in rela-

tion to other such verbal symbols. It is veva, and inaccurate to say the

use attaches to the word; rather, the inscription pattern is a word just

because it has regular differential combinatorial possibilities; and it is

rlir.3-017 that word just because of its particular differential combinatorial

possibilities in relation to other words. That disposes of the first ques-

tion and raises the second one: how does the use which a certain sound pat-

tern hag, cone to be adapted so that some inscription pattern acquires the

same use, in relation to other inscriptions. There is no theoretical difficulty

about the sameness of use because, as we suggested earlier7TETIZZaption
class is the same word as the sound class if and only if it has isomorphic

combinatorial properties. The question here is only about the adaptation of

our ability to recognise and espley the word by way of its visual appearance.

That we recognize words in speech (in the senses discussed in the section on

word-recognition, below) caunot be doubted. Somehow that ability is adapted

to visual stimuli. How? Per a detailed answer, there may have to be further

investigation of the general phenomenon of skill adaptation, something which

we can't undertake here.

(f) CoasecumE2Lof the Analysis Up to This Point. We find that "to

read", taken as a transitive verb which admits of a third person past tense

form, "S read x" is not univocal; that its meanings vary with the categoial

contrast of the substitutions for the direCt object. Secondly that, even where

we keep the category of the substitutions invariant, the conditions for truth

of an assertion of the form "S read x" differ with the output manifestatT3a
employed as tests and that the sorts of thingi that count as reading (and

therefore the sorts of things which satisfy the trutiraTiditions for "S read

x") vary in accord with standards imposed upon the reader through teacher,

educational objectives, education theories, stages of instruction, and large

scale social and institutional objectives. "To read" is therefore not one

process, and does not have one sort of output or one sort of output manifes-

tation. There cannot, therefore, be a general definition of "reading".

Secondly, we find that, once we observe that there are many special-pur-

pose senses of "to read", some of which are used to describe incohate stages

or elementary stages of other processes and others which are adapted for spe-

cial situations (proof-reading, e.g.), we can isolate by way of our general

understanding of the social objectives of reading, certain focal senses of

"to read", uses of "to read" around which, though they differ among themselves,

the widely variant meanings tend to cluster either as terms denoting prere-

quisite processes or product processes. Although there is no firm demarca-

tion of the peripheral from the central or focal meanings, the large scale

objectives of eading and the investigations so far carried out indicate that

there are certain salient (not essential) features of.those uses of the word.

The truth conditions for these focal uses of "S read x" all seem to involve:

(a) perception; (b) on the basis of visual stimulation; (c) by inscriptions

which belong to a system of inscriptions; (d) which are inherently meaningful;

(e) where the perception is either of or through linguistic meaning. Further

analysis suggested that there may be no such thing as the simple apprehension

of linguistic meaning with *no other product; that, perhaps, there must always

be an output (not necessariky PUTi.orally manifest) of behaviorally discrimi

nable epistemie, imaginative, associative or emotive states. And if the out-

put is achieved through the apprehension of the linguistic meaning of the text

and bears at least a "controlled" relationship to the inherent meaning of the
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inscriptions which constituted a visual stimulus, the output is a reading
output.

Thirdly, we find that we cannot account for these conclusions unless
we consider written language to have as much inherent meaningagHspoken lan-
guage; and so we arc led to inquire into linguistic meaning, and to ask, in
greater detail what is perceived in reading. That broadens the inquiry,
enabling us to ask what reading has in common with perception it: general.
And the common element upon which we have placed most emphasis is the process-
ing of the sensory stimulus through cognitive units, which, we then explained,
function as prerequisites for perceptual discrimination. Since it turns out
that there are many sorts of cognitive units, we asked .how cognitive units
are related to perception through language, not just written language but
spoken language as well, The answer seems to be that cognitive units fdrm
a system of ascending generality, with the first level belonging directly to
those units of language which have both sense and referential meaning and con-
sisting in their differehtial combinatorial possibilities. Higher cognitive
units seem to be abstractions from first level units and abstract relation-
ships among such units. Thus the cognitive units have relationships to
written language which parallel the relationships of the cognitive units to
spoken language.

At this point, it is useful to return to our early criticism that it is
misleading for writers to contrast the scanning of adult and experienced rea-
ders with the unit by unit processing of beginners, saying that the latter
sample and the former consider all the information available and perhaps be-
come overloaded with useless information. For just as all perception pro-
ceeds through cognitive units, so all perception is a sampling process; this.
is espeCially true of the accomplished perceiver because he cannot possibly
process the momentary visual nor auditory signal through every cognitive unit
he has at his disposal but must select among possible processings.

It is easy to underestimate the fact that a normal child is also an accom-
plished perceiver, and by the time he starts learning to read, already has
a substantial stock of cognitive units, many of them.acquired through:his mas-
tery of spoken language. All his perceptions of the enviroment are "samplings"
through which parts of the available sensory stimulus are developed to beliefs,
and the like, while large parts of it are ignored. In terms of the visual
information available in the four or so eye fixations per second, a child's
glances around a room are. usually directed by his thought states and are coor-
dinated as part of a searching process for the information which is required
for the application of the cognitive units which his emotional and cognitive
state at the time put into readiness. That is, even with small children,
the visual scan is not haphazard; and the input of excitation to rods and
cones is not randomly processed but is interpreted in a variety of prior
patterns, which makes his perception of the visible world just as much a
sampling or a scanning as the accomplished reader's fixations on the printed
page. Even with the unpracticed beginner in reading, it would be incorrect
to assume that his visual processing of his laborious letter by letter search
is any less a sampling than the accomplished reader's perception. After all
the child is looking at letter shapes or the like and not.taking into account
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slight variations in type darkness, slight differences in type height or
alignment, the fall of shadows or the page, the number of times the same
letter has occurred, the color of the letters and other extraneous infor-
mation which is actually available to him from the same visual input.

Everything we already know about how perceptual sets and cognitive units
affect perception can be applied to flesh but .what is hero asserted concer-
ning the cognitive control of perception. And since we have a general idea
of what cognitive units consist in, what word-recognition consists in (see

section bel), further investigation of skill adaptation (of which the Piaget
developmental theory offers many illustrations), may explain how recognition
skills are adapted from spoken to written language.

(6) Word Recognition

The discussion of word recognition and word identification follows the
same steps w! our discussion of reading. We indicate by exhibition analysis
that there are differing uses and meanings with different sets of truth con-
ditions; and that the applicability of various truth-conditions depends upon
pragmatic contexts, just as the varying truth conditions for reading do;
that there are "extreme" uses of the term which are far from the senses one
would before analysis expect, although they can be easily seen to be exten-
sions of other meanings to diverse contexts and are just as easily and auto-
matically understood as are the more "normal" senses of the terms; that
there are "focal" and peripheral senses of "to recognize" a word and "to
identify" a word, which we can separate from one another in .terms of the objec-
tivcds of the enterprise of reading. The "salient features" of the focal
senses range over reading and listening and speaking contexts in which word

recognition is appropriate aiJ reinforce our hypothesis that reading abili-

ties are not specific. Lastly, we answer the question "Do you read words
when you, an adult and skilled reader, read a text?" This answer is based
upon the observations already made concerning the falsity of the contrast be-.

tween regular reading and scanning or sampling and the earlier problems con-

cerning what is perceived reappear. We began with some remarks concerning
the ambiguity of the word "word" and the relationship between words and their
phoneme-grapheme expressions.

Word identification, like reading, is different things under varying

contexts. In some cases a person identifies a word if be gives the sound (more

or less correctly); in other cases he identifies the word if he gives the
meaning more or less correctly; on others he identifies a word if he simply
finds it among a scramble of letters. Every one of these behavioral manifes-
tations is defeasible; the manifestation is sufficient evidence that the word
was recognized, Provided the causal chain from the visual stimulus is intact
and there is no other sufficient cause of the output. That connection can be
interrupted in many ways. One of these manifestations of word recognition
is a necessary condition, except in artificial pedagogical situations which,

in effect, pragmatically and persuasively redefine what we mean by word

recognition.

The rough and ready standard many of us would offer for a word is some -

thing like: a symbolic unit with a cannonical graphic representation (given

by a dictionary) which when correctly written or printed occurs surrounded by
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white spaces. nut no one would say that that is what we mean by "word". The
linguist's concept of a minimal free variant unit of Meanii1761 sounds or
inscriptions is a lot closer to what we mean by "word", though it has sonic
aounter-examples in common sense bedause we consider the linguist's morph
"come in" or "come on now" to be composed of two or more words. It is natural
initlallythat we'shoullsuppose that the units on a printed page correspond to
distinguishable units of spoken language though certainly not directly since
even educated persons do not speak with the syntactical and semantical regu..
larity and completeness which we have come t expect from the printed page.
Yet the suppose correspondence is harder to xplain than one would expect. 13

From a physiological point of view, there are some notable similarities
and some notable differences between written and spoken language. For one
thing, while the accoustical signal comes to us over time and is not segmen-
ted into words with time spaces between them (as occilliscope studies have
shown) but comes with spaces within words and with whole sentences connected
together in unbroken sound signals, words on a page are spatially segmented
yet so arranged that more thpn one can be perceived at the same time. As
Frank Smith has pointed out14 there are other interesting comparisons to
be made, comparisons which indicate that unless we consider referential,
syntactical and semantical relationships as well as phoneme-grapheme corres-
pondences, the correlation ofwritten and spoken language is inexplicable.
As has often been observed, in listening to a foreign language, it is im-
possible to distinguish the word-units (except of course, for trained empiri-
cal linguists) without employing meaning units; we have to understand the
language in order differentially to perceive the words as GIT3711iiardless
of the language, if it is in our alphabet and printed according to our conven-
tions, an adult has no such problem with distinguishing the units on a
page; but of course there is a problem for a child, because he has to learn
what spatial differences make a significant difference in reading.

William James observed, not Just any difference makes a difference. And
this is particularly true in reading, speaking, and hearing. Hence, as Smith
has hypothesized, the task of learning to read consists to a considerable ex-
tent in learning which contrasts which can be visually observed are relevant
to the objective of reading. But Smith has not sufficiently emphasized that
what contrasts can be visually observed is itself a function both of one's
knowledge of th-E-Tanguage and of one's stage of skill in reading. The con-
trast of "come in" and "come on" is there on the page to be visually observed;
but unless the reader has the diverse concepts and a use for the diverse
concepts, he will not recognize the difference in the inscriptions as whole
units because the difference will be insignificant for him.

Some explanation of this point, Aich I consider to be basic to an under-
standing of reading and somewhat different from Smith's main point (though
not antithetical to his) seems needed. It is one thing for a child to be able
to say that "come in" and "come on" differ by one letter and to indicate that
it is the first letter of the second word. It is quite a different thing
for a child to say that they differ in meaning, that "come in" is a direction
to enter a place where someone is supposedly already present, whereas "come
on" is (apart from its slang meaning) an expression indicating either im-
patience expressed in command to follow or a simple coinnand to accompany
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someone elsu or eee on with °nets project aad therefore differs materially
from the same expression "come en" followed by a noun phrase such as "the
plane" where "on" concatenetes with the novn phrase and not with "come".
Now tho point here is that the difference in ore letter, joined with a sui-
table absence of a noun phrase properly pieced after "on", is a sign of the

OP.. 4.10.. 4.

ifmeaning dference between the two phrases.. But it is a sign of meaning
difference which is observable as such only by a person who alreedy has the
contrasting cognitive units.

It woeld be naive to think that just the difference of the "o" and the
"i" is sufficient to make the difference in meoning between "come in" and
"come on"; for there are cases when despite my nispelling, putting the "i" in-
stead of the "o" or vice versa, there would be no difference in what is meant
and no doubt or confusion about what is meant; therefore, it is quite vrongl,
to think that to each difference of a letter there corresponds a difference
of meaning; or that where there is a relevant letter contrast there is only
a single contrast of meanines. The differences of letters arc not related
so simply to differences of mennings, though they are signs of meaning contrast.
There ate also certain syntactical and semantical conditions which must be
fulfilled for an unambiguous contrast of meaning to occur. The expression
"The physical force was calculated" is ambiguous when not provided with
sentential or discourse contexts which would tell us whether we are concer-
ned with physical forces like gravitation or physical forces like hitting
people (police brutality) or a physical force (like the corps of physicists
needed to work on a space project:) and whetner the calculation amounts to
forethought and premeditation or measurement or estimation, and the like.
There are differences of meaning which do not correspond to letter differen-
ces but do correspond to word-concatenation differences, and there are dif-
ferences of meaning which, while indicated by letter differences, presuppose
also the absence of certain other expressions or, the presence of certain
kinds of expressions or of certain kinds of word concatenations; thus, cer-
tain letter contrasts (even single letter contrasts) may be sufficient indi-
cators of meaning contrasts but defensible indicators; that is, they are
sufficient provided nothing else is present which puts them out of business;
and syntactical and semantical necessity can cancel out letter contrasts.
In some cases, difference of letters is a necessary condition for difference
of meaning, but again defeasibly; for the fact that, in certain contexts,
we misspell "affect" as "effect" does not change the word which is present,
since there is only a misspelling of the word which ought, on the basis of
semantical concatenation, to be present. But in other contexts, that differ-
ence of a letter, regardless of the scmantical concatenations which are in
the environment is sufficient to cause a change of the word.presented and there-
fore to cause the presence of an error or the correction of an error.

. What happens in the presence of certain letter contrasts is not settled
by semantics and syntax alone but is partially dependent upon the intentions
of writers. The fact that the printer sets "effected" where I put "The war
affected prices" does- not determine that the sentences says "effected" but
only that it appears to say that. Even if you told the opposite view, you
must admtt that there are extrinsic pragmatic considerations which condition
the sufficienty and the necessity of the semantic and syntactic and even the
spelling conditions which arc the basis for contrasts of meaning.
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Ignoring pragmatic considerations, matters of intention, misspellings and

the like (vhich is no small thing to do), we find that we still have to take

as very important the concatenation of words, semantically and syntactically,
in speech particularly indicated by the supersegmental phonemes; for what
meaning contract is indicated is often dependent upon how words are ealoca-
ted and therefore on how a previous or subsequent sentence is understood;
thus, the resolution of ambiguity in the semantics and syntax is itself

dependent upon the grasp of the meaning.

Returning to the main point now, we recall, that it is one thing to no-
tice the difference in spelling and to be able to tell what it is; itis
quite another to see the expressions as meanie units whica are in contrast.

That is, once the child has the ideas, tees contrasting ideas of "coming in"
and "coming on", he may be able to recognize the meaning contrast of the
visual units on a page. What cou!Its for S as_a visualltobservijblp uhiLder_
psi*, (provided there is sufficient inforLhation in a single eye-fixation to
provide basis for the perceptual judgment in the presence of the other infor-
mation a perceiver might have) wean the_kinst_of cagailiye unip the_,reader. is

using to process the visual stimuli. Thus, looking at a croV: if the only .

relevant "programs" are my searching for Indians, Chinese and Blacks against

the sepia-peach background of 'whites" at a football game, all sorts of
information and clues for judgments abohtwhecher pairs of individuals are
present as "couples" will be left unprocessed. What is perceived (what is
perceivable for S) is a function of the cognitive units which are in readi-
ness for the processing of the visual stimulus (which is, considered as a
unity formed over time, itself a function of one's interests, expectations,
desires, states of alertness and accidental associations -- not to mention
subconscious associations). For the units to be in readiness they have to

be possessed. That is, concatenation of elements of the visual array is
dependent upon the meaning units possessed by the reader in the form of
cognitive units; and for a reader who "knows" oral language well, that means
that visual discrimination is dependent upon the state of adaptation of his

cognitive units for processing speech to the processing of visual stimuli.

Just as some of Piaget's experiments show that successful discrimination of
embedded figures iqedependent upon the ability to formulate verb. one's

search objectives," so the visual discrimination of the beginner is depen-
dent upon his adapting his cognitive units to the visual modality, by finding
in the visual signal those contrasts which parallel the contrasts he has re..

cognized in the auditory signal.

A distinction may b© perceptually objective and still not available to

a certain perceiver because he does not have the cognitive units necessary

for the discrimination. For instance, there are objective differences, both

in structure and in appearance between thatched roofs made of flax0wheat,

barley, oats,'rye, and rushes, just as there are objectively perceivable dif-
ferences between thatched roofs which are held together by ropes and stone
and those which are held together with interlayers of sea shells. But un-

less one has had the experiences which would lead to the development of the

appropriate cognitive units, one cannot by looking tell these differences.

Some cognitive units are craft-bound in that one cannot make perceptual

judgments which result from such discriminations unless one has achieved a

certain stage of skill or mastery in the craft; thus certain decisions about

the quality of violins will require skill in playing the instrument. One

acquires the cognitive units by an experiental initiation into the community
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Just an we do not dineriminate every sound of the distinct expressions which
we recognize and understand iu speech (as is made evident by the fact that
sometimes we cannot slowly and distinctly repeat an unusual word which we
can on hearing distinguish and understand), so we may sometimes sound-corre-
late just enough of beginning and ending letters to trigger the whole con-
cept unit for a string of words. In fact, it seems apparent that this is how
some people read characteristically, whereas others do not experience the "in-
ner speech" phenomenon, except when reading text which is difficult and for
which the inner speech correlate is an aid to keeping the whole in mind.

With tnese introductory remarks, designed to call attention to the de-
pendence for a yen person of what is visually distinguishable within the
visual stimulus and trgrilie dependence of what is capable of leading to dif-
ferential perceptions, upon the person's already possessing appropriate cog-
nitive units, we have laid the groundwork for the discussion of word-recog-
nition. As a final and I hope persuasive illustration of how cognitive units
function to construct perceptual units (differential or contrastive units of
visual perception), consider the following two expressions from propositional
logic: (a) t(p :7 q) (it s) (pVR)) 7) (qVs)

(b) [(p q) (R S) (- q V -s)] ( p V - R).

Unless one has the concepts "or", "and", "not", "if then" and the con-
cepts of parenthesis units and bracket units, one cannot read or understand
the expressions. It is in only a minimal and inappropriate sense a "reading"
of the expression to spell it out as "left bracket, left parenthesis, small
p, small v, small q, right parenthesis," etc. Without the appropriate con-
cepts a person would be totally unable to indicate how many meaning-units
are present in the expression. A child is in exactly this position when he
confronts a written text when beginning to read; for he does not know which
of his meaning units areden appropriate for processing the text. All per-
ception, as distinct from sensory stimulation arid sensation (where output
is determinate to input) requires interpretation; and all interpretation,
which is not based upon the instinctive units more frequently found in animals,
required cognitive units. A theory, such as Piaget's)of the developmental
acquisition of cognitive units is thus essential to the empirical understan-
ding of perception and therefore of language (both written and spoken).

(a) The Tnformation Theory Conceptual Scheme. Prank Smith has made
inventive, use or thrrimykina-rozzrforywer scheme, especially of its

.central notion of reduction of uncertainty, in his general account of the rea-
ding processes of both beginners and skilled readers. However, it seems that
thg'47eduction, of uncertainty" conception, despite its inherent power, has
been somewhat strained, particularly because uncertainty can be reduced to
zero by various kinds of errors (such as a fairly complete misunderstanding
of a passage) so that the kind of reading which is going on corresponds to
the kind of uncertainty which is being reduced. In fact, however, for the
skilled reader, "uncertainty" as a psychological state concerning individual
words is a relatively rare phenomenon when he is reading naterial which is
easy for him; and when he is reading material which is difficult but in a
language which he has under full control but is, say, a psychologist trying
to understand a legal document, hii uncertainty is not concerning the identi-
fixation of the words but concerning the peculiar way their meanings arc con-
catenated in the light of background rules of law with which he is totally
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unfamiliar. He may succeed in reducing his uncertainty to zero but at the

cost of completely misinterpreting the document to his later chagrin and

peemiary loss. This is a case where in one sense he road it but in another

sense did not know how to read it at: all. There are then limitations to the

"reduction of uncertainty" talk about reading. There can be some very use-

ful information theory models for elements of various reading processes, es-

pecially for individual letter identification processes among beginning

readers. But in order to make the concept applicable to the performances of.

the skilled reader the notion of a "discriminable feature" has to be-gener-

alized. Presently, we have no theory about how the discriminable fe4tures of

the letters are related to the "higher cognitive" features or units in terms

of which the skilled reader processes the text. And yet, that is a crucial

element of the information; theory model . Moreover, it is simply not true

that wherever there is a difference in the meaning of a pair of inscriptions there

is at least one discriminable latter feature. If Knute is It farmer

as well as a football player, the pair of identical
.

inscriptions, in different contexts, "Knute plowed through the whole field"

can have quite different meanings. And it will do no good to say that'the

relevant unit of text here is longer" than one sentence because we can surround

the context for as long as we like with .compatible exvessions which are

spelled differently and do not account for the difference in meaning in the

two inscriptions and can fungermore introduce letter differences in the text

environment which do not: correspond to a difference in the moaning of the

expressions. The cost of the information theory discription of-rending is the

introduction of the undefined and experimentally inaccessille entity called

a "feature" which in different reading processes is of entirely different

kinds. The matter is further complicated by the analogy, at word level,

between "features" and what Fodor and Katz have called "semantic markers".

The result is that at this level one hypothetical entity is explained in

terms of another which is even more suspect since its inventors do not

pretend even to be able to give a list of such markers or a criterion for

membership in such a list and, in any case, would never hold that such members

are perceptually discernible elements of a text:.

It is not that an information-theory conceptualization of reading ia not

useful. But, once we see we are being driven to construct an elaborate

theory of different categories of discriminable features which will have to

be interrelated, we are led to wonder whether there is another general discrip-

tion of various reading processes which does not require such an elaborate

abstract theory. If we can get along without having to deetelop a theory of

interrelated discriminable features in order to account for the fact that

different readers read in different units, and if we can avoid having to

count uncertainty reduction to zero on the basis of erroneous and idiosyn-

cratic interpretation as "reading" then we can improve upon the information

theory model.

The chief defect of the information theory model of reading is that ma-

ding does not proceed by an elimination of possibilities for inappropriate

responses, anymore than does perception of physical objects or our under.

standing of spoken language. However weak the justification of inductive

reasoning which philosophers have been able to devise, it is still true that

perception of all sorts and linguistic perception both through light and

sound stimuli, is a matter of ",jumping to conclusions". That's part of what
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entailed by the vitt:, that perception is a constructive process. In lin-
guistic perception, the redundancy within the signal and the stock of general
knowledge the perceiver has of the subject and the particular signal serves
to guide the programming of cognitive units used to process the sensory array
and provide rule-like guidance for the perceptual judgments. But still the
judgments, far from being arrived at through the elimination of possibili-
ties, are arrived at by selection on the basis of cognitively guided discrimi-
nations in the sensory signal. The background of information guides the de-
ployment of cognitive units which result in discrininations; but the discrimi-
nations are only the evidential basis for the judgments, they do not necessi-
tate the judgments. The information theory model is in this respect inferior
to an inductive model.

(b) To Recognize and to Identify arc Not Univocal (Nor arc the synon -
mousl First, identifelTaTvaTous usei-TriViGtexts where we are tai t ng
Watt word-identificatioo.. Nevertheless, there is one thing in common in all
ifs Uses, Chat "to identify"is always to identify as Thus word-identifie
cation tasks require that words be identified as sounds (which are utEWFW---
Era Re the identification) or as meanings (where the word is used in a sen-
tence or a similar word is given) or as contrastive in meaning or use (as
when its opposite is given, or a contrary or a related word is offered).

What counts as a case or "S recognizesw (a articular word) varies with
the context and sometimes con.4.sts in a sounding, a wr ting task or the like.
There is, therefore, no single set of truth conditions for the expression
because the truth conditions are varied with the context and are imposed, as
with"rending", by factors external to the perceptual situation.

Word-recognition tasks are usually similar to word-identification tasks
and behaviorally the two expressions are often made equivalent. But there
are some contexts in which the two expressions are not substitutible for one
Another; in fact, in some contexts they stand in contrast and are, therefore,
not synonymous. For instance, it is quite appropriate to say that a person
recognized a certain word but that he did not identify it correctly. This
could happen when the reader clearly grasps the meaning but gives the wrong pro-
nunciation; or where he gives the correct pronounciation and offers the wrong
meaning or misuses the word. To recognize a word seems to be a less stringently
specified activity than to identify it; for wherever a person correctly iden-
tifies a word he is said to recognize it but it is not true that whenever a
person is said to recognize a word be has correctly identified it.

The phrase "correctly identify" has some warning value. For, "identify"
is apparently not a "success" word in these contexts; one can mats- identify
while still net failing to identify, although misidentification.may be taken
as failure in word-recognition. This is quite different frcm the usual con-
trast of these concepts. In ordinary contexts, one can recognize a certain
person and in attempting to identify him to a third person, mis-identify
him; that does not mean that one has failed to recognize him but only that
one mis-identified hint. Thus, "to recognize" is a "success" word. While
it is true that "to recognize" has comparative uses, "to recognize x as y ,
just as "to identify" has, the expression "to recognize" is more commonly
used non-comparatively; you can recognize x, regardless of whether you recog-
nize x as any particular thing, thoUgh you cannot identify x except as a
particular thing or sort of thing. It is a tevvrsal f the usual logical order
of the concepts to say, in word-recognition contexts, that if you mis-identify
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a word you failed to recognize it; for usually, you cln recognize someone
and still misidentify hire It is therefore, misleading in empirical contexts
to describe the same tasks as word-recognition and word-identification tasks,
as if the two were the same because that may lead to false interpretation of
what failure consists in Failure to recognize and failure to identify arc
not the same thing.

Sometimes to recognize a particular word is to know how to say it; some-
times it is to know how to pick its opposite out of a list; sometimes it is
to pick its synonyms or close substitutes and sometimes it is simply to use
the word correctly. It is therefore ambiguous to ask whether, when I read
a passage successfully, I recognize the words in the passage. I do not
have to id22t.Ifi them in order to read the passage(unless this is an odd
situation where reading output is the same as word identification). I do
not have to sound them, write them, spell them or otherwise manifest recog-
nition through some kind of identification.

Do I have to recognize them in the sense that the resultant sense which
I take the passage to have is at least in part determinate in some way because
of the particular words? Yes; but what if the passage is redundant semanti-
cally? Then.it would be possible for the passage to have the same sense that
I take it to have when those words are absent. The ccnslomerate sense of
the passage is partially determined by the words even if the passage is re-
dundant because in that case the word in question has a surrogate which is
semantically equivalent in the context and each may be said to have contri
buted to the resultant sense.

But what of the situation where the passage is semantically redundant
but I do not recognize the word which is equivalent to some other word but
assign the passage the same meaning I would have assigned it had I recognized
the word in point? Clearly, in this case, I did not recognize the word as
such though I recognized a semantically equivalent word. We can offer as a
sufficient condition for word recognition, but not a necessary condition,
TEWRGia is recognized in so far as the resultant meanin (the meaning
the reader assigned to the semantic complex o in el tie word is a component)
is determined by its moaning in the same way that the intralinguistic meanings
of the words stand objectively in the written language. And semantically
equivalent expressions are recognized subsequently to a given expression just
in so far as the resultant meaning is not further determined by their pre-
sence (except in so far as they may eliminate ambiguous readings of the pro-
ceeding expressions). Thus in a focal sense of "to recognize" a word is
recognized in so far as its meaning determines the resultant meaning of its
semantical complex and does so in accord with the word's objective linguistic
meaning. Now.for that to happen, the reader does not have to look at the word
to say the word to himself or alot.d, to spell it, or to find it in a list or
otherwise manifest any particular apprehension of it over and beyond its con-
tribution to the resultant meaning. Thus, persons can read words which are
not even inscriptionally present.

If we leave certain words out, as when someone is typing a draft which
a secretary transcribes, the sense may be so obvious that the missing words
are supplied and the typist cannot say, without looking, whether they were
present in the rough draft at all. This kind of projection is a commonplace
of perceptual experiments and should occasion no wonder when it appears in
reading. Just as reader's errors follow a certain pattern of semantical and
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syntactleol alyropriatenoss (t of ) so the reader's constructions do
also. That weans*that word recl;nition of this port can ho present when
an individual will fail other "recognition" teas, such as tests on saying
or writing or selecting the word front a list, etc. And it means that a per-
son may be able to complete the more circumscribed wore recognition test when
he has not, in this sense, recognized the wort at all.

With a speed reader it may be difficult to tell just how many of the
words he has recognized because there is so much material on which to test
that we may not be able to make our mesh fine enough to determine for each
word whether the reader's resultant meaning is in any way made determisate
in the way that this word rakes the objective text determinate. But that is
only a limitation on the economy of testing. Ile may even be said to have
recognized words which did not fall. within the fixation of his eyes.

Therefore, we have contrariety of truth-conditions for "S cocogniied
w", as we did with "S read x", because in some cases S has to manifest his
recognition in certain particular ways which operationally fix the meaning
of "to recognize" in that context, whereas in other circumstances no such limi-
tation applies and no such behavior is demanded. This is not unlike what we
would say of word recognition in talking about oral exchanges. A person may
recognise the words without acti'vely being able to repeat more than the gist
or general msaning. One can recognize the words without being able to spell,
write, recall, pick from a list or otherwise manifest recognition as identifi-
cation beyond a general indication of the resultant meaning of the whole com.
Alex. This not only indicates that we listen for ideas, thoughts, beliefs,
etc., but also that word recognition in speech is similar to word recognition
in reading. (And writing as well).

(c) Focal senses. There is a group of focal meanings 'of "to recognize",
just as there is of "to read". And the focal meanings of "to recognize" where
we are speaking of word recognition, concern the apprehension of a resultant
meaning, determined in part by the meaning of the particular word in a given
semantic complex. Specifically, if there is a differential determination
of the resultant meaning (the meaning as apprehended by the reader or listener)
through a particular word presented in the visual or auditory array and that
determination accords with the objective linguistic meaning of the word, then
that word is said to have been recognized. One can recognize a word in that
sense while failing to recognize it in one of the other senses. And, just as
we found focal senses of "to read" around which others cluster either as
terms designating primitive forms or approximations of the achievement or
manifestations of the achievement, so also we find a focal.:. sense of "to
recognize ."

A contrast between recognizing a word and not recognizing it, when we
use "to recognize" in the focal sense which applies to both reading and lis-
tening, lies in the fact that not-recognizing is the activity which is specifi-
cally behaviorally manifested, rather than recognition. When a person does
not recocnize a word, he asks a question, looks puzzled, repeats it question-
ingly or manifests failure of apprehension through some form of misapprehen-
sion. With the focal senses of "to recognize", recognition is the normal
thing, the thing which is not differentially behaviorally manifested because
it is such a frequently present phenomenon that there is no suitable manifestation
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item by item; we hear too many words in listening to the morning news to
behave in such a way that we manifest our recognition of each word; rather,
it is failure of recognition which we more frequently manifest.

This is just the opposite of the usual situation with the peripheral
senses of "to recognize". For when the .etudent is being asked to indicate
his recognition by selecting words from a list or marking synonyms or in other
tasks, it is specific word-recognition that is being manifested and this is
being done through word-identification tasks, tasks which require tnat the word
be identified as such and such. Failure to manifest recognition in such a
task is not, by itself, a sufficient indication of failure of recognition,
though pragmatically this is the way the output is interpreted. I mention this
to indicate that not only are the focal and peripheral senses and the corres.
ponding truth conditions for word-recognition different, they are in fact
quite the contrary of one another. And we have naturally to ask why word-
recognition which goes on whenever we listen to another and engage in sueessful
oral exchanges of information opinion or sentiment, does not also go on with
the activity of reading and in the same web with only a difference in the
sensory medium within which the language is presented for our perception? The
answer is that word-recognition does go on in just the same way in reading
as in hearing. Have we then, erFFI- in devising instructional techniques,
by not adapting the already intact ability directly to visual stimuli, instead
taking the student through a complex and perhaps'unconnected series of word-
recognition exercises which may have no logical connection to the abilitY_we
want him v.. display. Perhaps, but how can adaptation of a skill from one
sensory merc..um to another be brought about directly?

We nee,' not devote to "word-recognition" the same wealth of illustration
that we did to "to read" because it is already clear that the term is not
univocal; teat to recognize a word and to identify it are not (logically)
the same thing, though identification is a good way of proving that one recog-
nizes the word; and that there are focal senses of "to recognize" which are
quite different, in truth conditions, conditions of applicability and in
idea conveyed from the peripheral senses which are used when we speak of cer-
tain associated' tasks and activities, privileged by the educational system
and supposed to assist in achieving its objectives. Our conclusions concer-
ning word recognition parallel the earlier conclusions concerning reading in
general',

So we may now turn to and apply these observations to the question:
"Do you read the words When you read sentences?" That has a companion quests
tion: "Do you read the letters when you read words?" If the context of dis-
cussion that concers us is a "reading with understanding" one, then the sense
of "read" in the second question, as it applies to letters cannot be the sense
of "read" which applies to words; that is, letters cannot be read in at least
one sense in which words can be read (with meaning ). If one means by "rea-
ding letters" anything like saying them to oneself, thinking of their names,
ArtIM., then obviously one can read words without reading letters. But if one
will count any behavior which is a differential response corresponding to
objective letter combination differences in the text, then whenever you read
words, you read the letters.. The latter is too broad a &aption of what
reading letters might consist in and would allow that a person hearing a
speech (not presented with a text) might still be 'reading" the letters because
his response is differentially correlated with the contrasts within the 19tter
pattern of the text: Nor will the simple addition of a provision that there
must be a visual stimulus of inscriptions be sufficient because it will
obscure the fact that we want not only a cdrrelation between letter-inscription
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contrasts and differential responses but also a causal dependence of the
differential response upon detectable differences in the stimulus pattern.
In this sense of "to read", whenever you read words, you read letters. Do
you read all the letters? You read all and only the letters which belong
to groups of letters which correlate with and causally account for the differ-
ential linguistic responses to the visual stimuli; in some messages that
may mean that you read all the letters; in other messages, you may read very
few, depending, not upon information content of the message, but upon whether
the letters are members of meaning differentiatiel groups of letters. So
you may in reading a message read some letters which someone else, deriving
the same resultant meaning, has not read.

A parallel answer applies to the question concerning,
whether we read words when we read t text. For example, suppose I am reading
a letter which has arrived from a friend and which runs several pages of
single-spaced typescript. Among the things that I perceive in reading it
are that he is having a good vacation, that he has begun work on some new
papers and that his automobile has been giving him trouble. (I can see that
these things are so, of course, only on the already present and justified
belief that he will write me about things as they are and not mendaciously).
In the process of finding out these things, I have read well through the letter.
Have I read the words of the letter? All the words?

The answer seems to be this: if the resultant meaning I have grasped from
the text has been made determinate with respect to the linguistic meaning of
some word which is in the text and which has that same determination-role in the
text, then I have read that word, provided that the overall process of forming
a resultant meaning is dependent causally upon my processing the visual array
of inscriptions toward some reading output (e.g. finding out what the writer
says).

We made clear enough earlier that what counts as reading a word in one
pragmatic context is not the ...eme.as what may count in another. Now we want
to make clear that with respeeL to different reading outputs (e.g. finding-
out what someone's adventures have been, as contrasted with finding out while
his is an alliterative and periodic style) different things will count as rea-
ding the words.In relative to the more elaborate reading outputs, it is sometimes
correct to say that a person has read words which have not even fallen within
the group of sensory stimuli which excite his vision.

Applying what we said above concerning letter reading, in one broad sense
where we count as letter reading every differential linguistic response of the
perceiver which is correlated with letter combination differences and is causally
dependent upon the reader's discriminating letter combination contrasts (but
not necessarily these particular ones), then whenever one reads words, one reads
letters. We are not as likely to talk this way about letters as we are about
words. But look at the parallels in oral language: we are willing to say
that a person who hears what another says, hears the words he uses and hears the
vowels and consonants, the letter sounds of the words he uses. That of course
does not entail that the hearer can tell you the vo is and consonants used
or correctly correlate sounds and letters; nor does it mean that he can himself
break up the word into component sounds for you or that he can even list the words
used in the utterance that he heard. Rather, in ordinary language we have
senses of "to hear" and "to read" which allow us to say that the components are

read or heard whenever the complex is read or heard; and we also have senses of
the very same terms which allow us to !flatly that when the comga is read or
heard, the components and components o components must be read or hoard. What
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is surprising is not that wu hive uses for the terms which allow the denial, but
rather that We have uses which alloy both the affirmation and the denial depending
on the circumstances.

That calls attention to another parallel with visual perception of objects
and things. We have senses of "to see" which allow us both, depending upon
the circumstances, to affirm and to deny that when a complex is seen, its
components are also seen. And we have an oven more fundamental and general
term, "to perceive", which allows us to go further and say that when a complex
is perceived, a component which is not itself perceivable is also perceived:
if I perceive an orange on a table, visually, I must in some sense perceive
its inside because I do not perceive an empty perfect orange-skin but a whole
fruit. Thus "to perceive" allows some contrasts that are not allowed by the
various senses of "to see" and "to hear ". It is not some anomalous use of
"to read" or "to hear" in which one who reads or hears a message is said also
to have read or heard the words which compose it; and it is only a short step
from there to holding that it is true that one has read the letters or heard
the sounds which compose the words.

If S has read (in a focal sense of "read") the message, there must be a
resultant meaning for S; he must take the message to be such and such. If the
reading process is successful, then the resultant meaning must be in some kind of
correlation to the linguistic meaning of the expression on the page; but the
linguistic meaning on the page is there only through the combinatorial proper-
ties of the inscription pattern on the page; hence, the resultant meaning will
be determinate in ways which correspond with the combinatorial relations of the
elements on the page. So Way not say that the words have been read? In this
context this does not mean that they have been sounded or that they have been
noticed or anything beyond a "coming into account" linguistically in the deter-
mination of resultant meaning for the reader. That can happen without his eye's
even falling on the word,just as in visual perception you can perceive a person
all of whose body surface is out of sight. You can see him, for instance, by
recognizing some part of him or some gesture. Some writers call perception
"constructive". If this is so, then reading is a constructive process; indeed,
all perception is a constructive process and therefore . the difference
between the really skilled and the initiate in reading is not that one samples
or scans and the other does not, or that the one constructs and the other does
not, but rather in the units by which the momentary stimulus is processed are
in the way in which previous states of processing determine subsequent sen-
sory stimulation through brain-direction both of the sensory organ and of the
state of attention. While it is true that only some of the letter contrasts in
the message actually provide contrastive visual stimuli for the accomplished
reader whose eye flits over the page with gaps where there is no inclusion of
the letters at all, we may still want to say that those letters were read because
of the general correspondence of resultant meanings to letter-group contrasts
and because the development of the resultant meaning is dependent causally
upon the visual stimulation provided by some of the letters; for a skilled
reader, not going back to look is frequently equivalent to looking:

Here we are neither legislating how words should be used nor proposing
changes in their senses but rather excogitating a rationale for the use which
is actual. When we say that the reader has read the words and the letters but
would he unwilling to assert in any of the particular senses of "to read" that
he read them in that way, though he might have, we are simply calling attention
to uses of "to read" permitted in ordinary discourse and to the absence of en-
tailments among the various senses of "to read" and providing a way of explaining
what is meant by the true claim that a person can read a b00% and even read
every word in it with only three or four glances every two pages.
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In this focal sense of "to read", where there is reading insofar as
there is a resultant meaning which is determined by the linguistic meaning
inherent in the text, a word is read or recognized in so far as its objective
linguistic meaning differentially determines the resultant meaning apprehended.
by the reader.

This analysis is confirmed by the Kolers experiment (Ch.l,n1).)which indi-
cates that among bilinguals, the inability to recall which language was used
for a certain idea indicates that the primary unit of processing for skilled
readers is ideas and that such reading does not go on "word by word". All
this is further confirmed by the fact that the meanings of individual words are
semantically affected by the meanings of words in the environment and that
therefore, words cannot in a certain sense be "identified'eapart from the idea-.
tification of words in the environment.

Putting the point about reading a text and reading the component words
more generally we can say:.

If S is reading for meaning and w is a word which is an element of the
sentential complex (c) visually presented to S and the resultant meaning for
S is determinate with respect to the linguistic meaning w has in C and the re-
sultant meaning for S is a causal derivative of S's processing the visual array
(and not of $'s prior knowledge of the sentential whole), then S reads w, regard-
less of whether any letter of w retinally stimulates S or whether being retin-
ally stimulated by w or a part ofwpis separately identified. Hence one can
read all sorts of words, symbols, notes, etc., which are not specifically visu-
ally processed.
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Chapter 3: 92:22Read

A. The Itedtrtive Categories.

Having displayed, through exhibition analyses, the variety of senses and
truth conditions which concern "to read" and "to recognize" (words), and having
tried to put the discussion of reading into broader perspectives concerning per-
ception in general and its similarities to hearing, and having. vigorously insis-
ted upon the intrinsic linguistic meaning of written text, we may. now ask
whether there is any general conceptual scheme within which we may make some
order from this variety of concepts while answering some of the theoretical
questions which are still puzzling us and providing a frame-work for the incor-
poratioit of the vast amount of empirical information (concerning abilities and
deficiencies) which is already available.

As the discussion of methods and procedures in Chapter I indicated, we are
engaged in a paradigm search, looking for an interrelated set of concepts by
which we can describe the various kinds of reading processes, activities, abili-
ties, and defects and can formulate the various sorts of empirical research prob.
lems for which we need answers in order to achieve certain pragmatic pedagogi-
cal objectives.

One means we have proposed to adopt in this search is the process of logi..
cal reduction or logical construction (1) to provide analyses in terms of a
smaller group of concepts in order to reduce conceptual complexity and to reduce
our commitments to various sorts of realities; (2) to spell out truth conditions
so that we have a clear idea of what is being claimed and (3) to justify the
particular choice of concepts by extrinsic and pragmatic considerations..

Such extrinsic and pragmatic considerations
are: Does this conception unify present knowledge and apparently organize fut. .
ure inquiry? In particular, concerning reading, does this conception accord
with what is already known about the physiology and psychology of reading, and
does it better locate, logically, the investigations into reading defects and
deficiencies and the studies of developmental psychologists and psycholinguists?
And, will this conception allow an intelligible and fruitful formulation of
the unsolved problems concerning reading?

In developing the general conceptual scheme which follows, we are also pre-
paring for the argument, on logical grounds in the next section, that (a)
there is no such thing as a specific reading process; (b) the ability to read
is the adaptation to a visual input of inherently meaningful inscriptions, of
general linguistic abilities which are in principle independent of the sensory
medium of the language, provided the medium is capable of preserving the in-
herent linguistic meaning of the units of language. One is not to take too
seriously the apparent conflict in our here insisting that an ability to read
is "an adaptation to inherently meaningful inscriptions..." after we
we have already remarked tWiTIgiican be reading of lists of meaingless in.
waiptions; we are here speaking of one focal sense of "to read", one that
is highly esteemed but not exclusively privileged by our educational and social
system. Suitable modifications or sub-senses of "to be able to read" can be
devised for each of these other kinds of reading.

A

The basic.categories of analysis we use in this and the following section
are the concepts of: ability, the exercise of a certain ability, an activity
which is the exercise of an ability, visual input of inscriptions, linguistic
and reading 'outputs, output manifestations, adaptation and bias.
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Some of these terms, like "input" and "output" have a suitably modern ring
to them; but "ability", "exercise", "activity" and the like seem to be concepts
of suspicious antiquity. Antiquity they have; but also a certain usefulness
which has not been much appreciated in recent times. For they are more precise
than would appear at first and will allow for various sorts of empirical des-
cription anC modeling. Thus the ability to fly an airplane can be demonstrated
in a number of situations which are simulatious of flying conditions. And
we do not hesitate to talk of the ability to speak English or French; the ab-
ility to read and write, the ability to drive a car and so forth. There is every
advantage, therefore, to working with a family of interrelated concepts which
already has general utility in ordinary language; for what we say about reading
will have to conform to what we can say about human activities and abilities
it general.

By "ability to do x" here we mean "active capacity with respect to acertain
kind of activity, x, and a disposition for its exorcize". Thus the ability to
walk is an active capacity for the activity of walking and a disposition,con-.
ditional to be sure,to the activity. Thus there are as many senses inwhich a
person may be said to be able to read as there are senses in which a person
may be said actually to read.

It is reading ability which is the objective of education in reading; the
active capacity, along with a disposition to its exercixe, to process text
visually to a "reading output" -- that is what we want to create in the popu-
lation in general. But reading ability is not directly accessible for exami-
nation;it is, accessible only thiaiii7M exercise, only through the activi-
ties which constitute reading. And those activities can be largely or wholly
internal to the reader and are not necessarily available to observation or even
tf, introspection. The activity, which is the exercise of some reading ability,
must be examined through some process which yields an output. Reading, no mat-
ter what kind of reading, is a transitive activity. It has a product, whether
it be a letter sound, a word sound, a sentence meaning, a belief or other epis-
temic attitude or affective state. "Reading" is a success or achievement term;
if you read something, then there is some output.

But even the outputs may be internal to the reader. lie may understand,
he may believe or disbelieve what he has read, but like a listener, he does
not have to show externally what the output of his activity has been. As a
result, we have to look for an output-manifestation. That expression is just
a name for something good teachers have always recognized and insisted upon
for their students: observable feedback to the teacher or observer which indi-
cates the output of the reading process and manifests the occurrence of the
reading activity in question. While it is possfbie that someone may be quite
able to read for meaning and quite unable to manifest his comprehension, the
situation is rare enough to be classified as a defect of outputmanifestation,
perhaps a motor or speech defect, etc., and can certainly be differentially
diagnosed from the condition in which the person lacks the reading ability.
We shall therefore, not pause here over defects in output manifestation.

There is no direct access to reading abilities; there is no direct access
to reading activities; there is not.even a direct access to the output of reading
activities. But there is access to output-manifestations, since as the very
name indicates, they are. observable.
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We begin by distinguishing out-put manIfestations of various reading ac-
tivities as they are usually distinguished by teachers and manual writers;
we then observe that there is not one sort of activity which corresponds to
each of these menifeststions because we can see that the same product can be
the result of various sorts of activities. But we soon find that we can group
the activities into classes, classes corresponding to groups of linguistic
abilities which we can distinguish in oral speech as well And while we find
that a certain output manifestation may be the result of activities of quite
different classes, the borderline between the classes of activities remains
well-demarcated by the ancient principles that (I) you may be able to do the
one thing and not the other; (2) the output of the one does not entail the
occurrence of the other; (3) being cble to do the one thing is not sufficient
for being able to do the other; and (14) being able to do *the second is not ne-
cessary for being able to do the first.

2H5ult manifestations: Thus imagine that we have set up an output manifestation
situation for word recognition which consists of two steps, saying the word
aloud, and then using it in a sentence. These activities are to manifest the
output of a reading activity, recognizing the words in a passage, the immediate
output of which may be purely internal to the reader. There various acti-
vities which the reader may carry out in order to get to the stage of manifes-
ting the output as we have requested. He may sound out the word on the basis
of phonic correspondences; he may grasp the meaning by extrapolation from the
context and get the sound by recall of the spoken equivalent. These are
quite different reading activities which lead to the same reading output mani-
festation.

However different the activities of individual. readers, the process is
counted as a word recognition process in terms of the kind of output manifes-
tation which is required for successful accomplishment of the recognition task.
Thus in test situations, the usual recognition task is combined with an identi-
fication task since the subject must manifest his recognition of the individual
word through some selection or identification process, like selecting a synonymn
from a list.

In the middle right hand and left far right hand quarters of the Table I
(at the end of thts chapter) we have listed some of the differential manifes-
tations of various reading processes. Thus, it is fairly common for letter
identifications to be manifested in individual sound assignments or assignments
to groups, in labeling vowels as long or short, in labeling groups of consonants
as blends or digraps. It is common for sound identifications to be manifested
orally through group blending and sounding or through individual letter soun-
ding, depending upon what the classroom program demands at the moment. In
advanced readers there is usually no direct manifestation of letter recogni-
tion, but there is, of course, indirect manifestation in the more elaborate
responses which require letter recognition of the sorts we discussed in Chapter 2.

Word recognition outputs do not stem from the same activities as the word
recognition which we discussed at the end of the preceeding chapter, though
there are various kinds of output tests that may be used to determine whether
that sort of recognition has occurred, too. Rather, we are thinking here, in
Table I, of the kind of word-recognition which is.demanded of beginning readers,
when we can determine whether a particular word is recognized by asking for its
sounding, its meaning, its use in a sentence, the use of a word with the same
meaning, or by examining the error patterns of the child to find out whethe:.!
he recognizes the word but incorrectly identifies it, or by demanding certain
sounding outputs.
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The idea of what we mean by an output manifestation must be fairly clear
now: it is a behavioral indication which is considered necessary and sufficient
for the occurrence of the reading process which is being tested. We are not
here concerned with the theoretical reasons for saying that tie output is nei-
ther necessary or sufficient. In pragmatic circumstances of reading education
failure to meet the output task requirements is counted as non-occurrence of
the required process and success in meeting the task requirements is counted
as occurrence of the process. The breakdown of the processes into six general
classes is thus based upon the various groups of reading output tasks which
are frequently imposed upon students. These output classes furnish a rough
indication of the classes of processes and therefore, the classes of activi-
ties which go on in reading.

We arc certainly not claiming that the output classes may not be divided
in other ways or that there are not subdivisions within various categories
which may for one purpose or another be found more useful than the broad
classes we have used here. We claim ally that these output manifestations are
distinguishable and help us locate the activities and abilities.

Activity Classes: The classes of activities are named in terms of what the
output manifestations are supposed to indicate. Thus, we speak of letter iden-
tification activities, word identification, sound identification, phrase iden-
tification, linguistic search and semantic organization. There is no particular
.reason why the latter two could note broken down into various sub-activities.
For instance, it is one kind of semantic organization to determine the story
line of a short story; it is quite another kind of semantic organization to
determine the character development sequences for several characters in a short
story. And it is one thing to anticipate the development of the plot of a
detective story and another to anticipate the occurrence of certain words
In a sentence.

But basically, the things mentioned are still linguistic search activi-
ties and semantic organization activities, and each of the more specific forms
of those activities can be tested on material which is quite independent of
reading.

Each one of the activities, letter identification, word identification,
sound identification, phrase identification, linguistic search and semantic
organization, is a modality of perception. The letter identification activi-
ties may in some cases be cases of perceptual discrimination, whereas each of
the others is usually a case of linguistic perception, perception through cogni-
tive units related to linguistic structure or linguistic meaning.

It is not theoretically important, as far as I know now, to fix the border-
line between activities 4n such a way that we are never in doubt as to whether
we are dealing with a case of word identification or phrase identification,
for instance. Since the borderlines among the output manifestations are not
so clearly fixed, e see no reason to expect precision about the distinctions
between the activities. Moreover, the activities involved in word identifica-
tion may be quite different on different occasions,. as the chart attempts to
indicate. For instance, the word may be identified in a sound as a result of
a combination of linguistic search and semantic organization; or it may be
identified as a result of a letter by letter sounding with subsequent blending.
Those activities are quite different.
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Abilities: When we encounter the-fact that the same output manifestation may
resat from quite diverse sets of activities (what we call in the next section,
different complex reading processes), we realize that the activities are not what
WG are most interested in theoretically, it is the abilities which give rise to
the activities. On the left hand side of Table 1 is a listing of the six cate-
gories of abilities which correspond to the six categories of output manifes-
tations and the various lines indicate possible arrangements of the activities
which are the exercise of those abilities in producing various manifestations.

Each of the abilities other than letter identification is a general lin-
guistic ability, manifested in the processing of oral language and "letter
identification" is not, as the next section argues, a specific reading ability
either. It is a general perceptual ability which can be tested on material
which has nothing to do with reading.

We can therefore, prove the existence and test the development of these
abilities, in most persons. by providing analogous output manifestation tasks
basei upon oral speech. And we can find that one or another of the abilities
can be impaired in various ways without entailing a comparable impairment in
the others. That is how we prove that these are distinct classes of abilities.
An additional proof is to be found in our setting up tests which show that the
exercise of one ability inhibits or blocks the simultaneous exercise of another.
That is one of the conclusions we can draw about lettev-figure identification
and word identification from the example Smith offers.'

In skilled reading, we hypothesize that each of these general linguistic
abilities becomes adapted to a visuat input of inherently meaningful inscrip-
tions, so that each becomes a perceptual ability; specifically, a linguistic
perceptual ability adapted to a visual input. We should be.ablo, therefore,
to test individual students for the development, in a reading context, of each
of these classes of abilities. And wherever the student seems below par, we
should be able to test ;.he same skill in its oral language context. If the
student does not exhibit a defect in the oral language context, we should
be able to determine whether the processing of the perceptual field is within
tolerable limits, through various perception-diagnostic tests, such as the
Frostig tests. Where that does not account for the defect, we can then investi-
gate the output manifestations to see whether there is a motor defect, a sen-
sory defect, a lack of'motivation or the like, and finally, we can consider the
possibility that there is a defect of adaptation or cognitive development. The
screening of cognitive development is also easy enough, given the various mani-
festations through task performances which are taken as reliable indicators.
What is not at all easy to do is to determine whether adaptation has not occur-
red properly.. But, as was remarked in the proceeding chapter, this is a sub -
ject which needs a separate investigation.

Underlying the classification of concepts here into those concerning out-
put manifestations, outputs, activities, and abilities is the following hypo-
thesis: that a reading process is the exdrcise'of one or more reading abili-
ties to produce a reading output. Reading processes take time; they can, if
complex, consist of various sequences of reading activities arranged so that they
are input-dependent and can also consist of various sorts of parallel proces-
sing through independent reading activities. Thus we are led to ask how the
various reading activities might be arranged to yield various sorts of reading
outputs. Specific hypothehcs concerning this are indicated in Table I where
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the various input dependencies are indicated. Whae we find is that a mall
number of classes of abilities through different sequences of exercise, can
result in a vast number of different reading processes and the output manifes-
tations of those reading processest'despite the differences in the sequences
of activities from which they result, display a correspondingly small number
of classes of behavioral manifestations.. Thus we have a limited number of
manifestations which can be arrived at through the exercise of a limited number .

of abilities whose activities can be arranged in an enormous variety of ways.

Having indicated the general concepts "manifestation", "output", "activi-
ty", "process", and "ability"; in terms of which the paradigm of a reading a-
bility (in the focal sense of "to read") may be formulated as "the adaptation
of nonspecific language abilities to a visual. input of inherent14 meaningful
inscriptions", we may now turn to the arguments by which this conceptual re-
ductioa may be defended and further explained,

B. Logice Reduction

(a) Fundamental. Reading Activity? First we ask is there a fundamental
reading activity? Fundamental lienf.vg 3.s ceerectly called a reading activity
in at least some cases and must eel:ually occur in any context in which a rea-
ding activity occurs. Is there some activity properly called reading which we
carry on whenever we are doing anything whiel. is properly called "reading" and
which we can, in some cases, carry on without carrying.on any other activity
which is properly called "reading"?

Ifthere were a fundamental reading process there would be some reading
process in need of analysis which is neither "extracting-meaning-from-inscrip-
tions" nor "translating-inscriptions nto-some-other-form..of-languaga -to-which..
meaning-is-already-attached" since neither of these activities is carried on
in every case of reading. The same holds for the activities belonging to the
-other classes which I hue distinguished; (6) semantic organization, (5) linguis-
tic search, (4) phrase identification, (3) word identification, (2) sound iden-
tification, and (1) letter identification. A person can road lists of words
without semantically organizing them; and a person can semantically organize
a list of words he has not read; a person can read lists of words without lin-
guistic search wlth outputs expressed in anticipations of the various sorts
to be mentioned later; a person can read words without reading phrases; a per-
son can read letters without reading words; one can read letters without making
sound assignments and one can do any of the other things mentioned above without
wading letters.? Therefore since a person can be reading without carrying on
any particular activity of those categories, none of the activities which fall
within my six categories is a fundamental reading activity. But perhaps, "pro-
cessing a visual array of perceived ivscriptions to some reading output" is pre-
sent in every case of reading. And indeed it is. But that is no more than a
general description, already including a vague concept of reading, which can be
satisfied by any reading process whatever, and which is satisfied by every
case of reading even it there is not some fundamental reading process. That
description is satisfied disjunctively by all reading processes. There is in
every case of reading some reading process because reading processes have
reading outpu.. . Yet this-description is not something one can satisfy without
carrying out some other activity properly called reading, either letter reading,
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word reading, phoneme reading, semantic organization or linguistic search.
This cannot, then be a fundamental reading process.

There is no one readin, activity (specified by its yielding a particular
reading output) which is present in every reading activity; that's why we have
not found a "fundamental" reading activity. There is no one reading ability
which is utilized to produce in whole or in part ever. reading outcome.

For instance, suppose it were agreed that.to be reading and must be
visually processing symbols which are inhirently meaningful and which belong
to an inscription system. Then one could not read lettessand one could not read
nonsense words. The symbols do not have to be inherently' meaningful; in fact
the irscriptions do not have to be symbols because one can read expressions in
an artificial language which is readable because of its relatedness to natural
language but is inherently meaningless. To modify the criterion to say that
to be reading one must be visually perceiving symbols which belong to an inhe ently
meaningful system of inscriptions will only relocate the problems. Perceiving
the symbols is net enough; even a child who cannot read can do that; and one can
perceive the symbols of an unknown language to be "symbols" without being able
to read them. So no such process is peculiar to every reading process in such
a way that it is part of every reading process and not part of any non-reading
process.

There is no one reading activity such that if you are not doing this, you are
not reading at 017----

processes: Next, we consider reading processes which are
composed of diverse Wiariralivities. We shall call a reading process "com-
plex" when it involves input-ordered reading activities of distinct categories
(as listed in Table I3)and we phall try to explain something of the ordering
within such complex processes.q'

With respect to a given reading - output- manifestation, such as achieving
a perfect score on an SRA quiz on a passage, there may be more than one reading
process involved in achieving the overall output. We want to talk of the over-
all reading process of achieving the perfect score, a process which takes
time and, therefore, may have component intervals and may have various component
processes, variously ordereddsring the interval of the complex process. So
letup define the expression "first level reading process with respect to a
given output, 0." Thus, R will be a first level reading process within a com-
plex reading process, RP, which icarsGli,ifiiir603iFfert3ut in achieving
0, and the outcome of R, 0'0is identical with 05 or 0' is incorporated as
input into some reading process (or input-ordered eerier of reading processes)
whose final output is 0; and there is no other reading process R' which is
carried out in achieving 0 whose output is utilized as whole or partial input
for R in the achievement of 0'.

Basically the idea is that within a complex reading process (with a given
output under given circumstances) a certain process'is "first level" if it is
a component process whose output (e.g. letter sounding) is used to achieve the
overall putput (e.g. word sounding) and which does not itself use the output of
some other reading process (e.g. letter naming) to achieve its own output. In
every complex reading process, there must be at least two reading processes
R and R' where one uses the output of the other as or partial input. The
only ways that two readin4 processes can be ordered are that one uses the out-

put of the other as input b (whole or partial, depending upon circumstances); or

the outputs of both become whole or partial inputs for some other process or
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processes. Within a complex reading process, which must occupy an interval of
time, there may be two or more reading processes which arc "first-level" though
that will require that there is still at least a third reading process which is
not.

In any given reading process must there be at least one first level rea-
ding process? Since a first level reading process within a complex process
and in. relation to a given reading output is "a reading process whose input
is not the output of a reading process and whose output is whole or partial in-
put to some reading process"; if there were no first level reading process it
would either be because (a) no reading process had its output used as input
for a reading process -- but that is ruled out by the hypothesis that the
process is complex (rather than, say compound, where there may be parallel
processing through different classes of activities but no subordination of

outputs? ); or (b) no reading process has an input which is not the output from
some reading process. But under condition (b) the complex process would be
circular or composed of an infinite number of reading processes. In both
these cases there could be no account of how we got a reading output from a
visual input. Yet that is what is to be explained. Therefore every reading
process contains at least one first level reading process. But I note that the
"first level" process need not be first level throughout the reading process interval
and the "first level" function may be shared among several processes during.
different sub-internals of the overall process. Where the output is, say, under-
standing the career of Pip in Dickens' Great Expectations it is quite possible
that processes from each category which.--TraWcatratietthich are first level
processes will occur as first level processes within the overall reading pro-
cess. Sometimes we might read words, by direct recognition, without letter nam-
ing but with letter identification through sound correlations; sometimes we
might name individual letters to identify a word we had to look up in a diction-
ary and so forth. These activities can all be first level activities within
some complex reading process of the sort indicated by the eKample and may Nine-

tionomr.time as both first level and as derived processes.°

The pictorial analogy I have in mind here is that.a complex reading pro-
cess can be described as a large circuit~ diagram (with six main circuits) var-
iously interconnected by output ordering at various moments; and for each tem-
poral sub-interval which is .long enough to shift from one input-ordering of
the categories of processes to another, there may be another circuit diagram
relating the inputs and outputs of the processes; so, the array of these arrange-
ments is like a set of vertical slices each of which reveals a different cir-
cuit diagram of the six classes of processes; and outside the diagram is a se-
lection device (like a timer) which moves the processes from one arrangement
to another, according to a combination of an acquired bias and a measure of over-

;, all output.

(c) Derived Reading Processes. Certain groups of processes !Lmbe input-

ordered. For instance, the output of 6 may be input to 5; the inputs of 1, 2, and

3, may be at various times independent of the outputs of other reading processes
or may at various times be wholly or partly derived. Thus there is a basic cir-
cuit pattern of possible input orderings and there is something which at any
given time accounts for the actual circuiting of the information; that is the

"bias".
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Certain reading processes are always derived because they presuppose the

output of some other reading process as material. It might be thought that

semantic organization would be the most obvious example of such a process,

but it is not While it appears that for there to be semantic organization,

there must be something which is organized, namely, word meanings or words,

this is not,strictly speaktng,accurate. For in direct word recognition, the

recognition of a given word may consist solely in the adjustment of the resul-

tant meaning x in accord with the objective linguistic meaning of that word.

As a result, there does not have to be a proceeding word-recognition process.

Rather) semantic organization entails word recognition for the materiel organ-

ized, and therefore has word recognition at a logically necessary condition;

but this word recognition is not the same sort of word recognition which we

find indicated by the word-recognition manifestations at the left of Table I,

for they are mostly indirect recognition manifestations and in most cases are

the output of word recognition tasks which manifest only peripheral recogni-

tion and not the focal sense of "word recognition". Semantic organization does

not have to be a derived process.

Linguistic search does not have to be derived, either, at least not from

a process lower on the chart; it can have its input derived from semantic or-

ganization. But only in that way is it not derived; for linguistic search

must be based somewhere; it must begin from an input which is the output of some

activity other than linguistic search. (That of course does not exclude the

possibility of linguistic searches based upon the outputs of previous linguis-

tic searches). I do not mean here that meaning anticipation or word antici-

pation must not be in readiness before any words or letters are recognized,

but only that for the anticipation to have a specific output, this must be by

way of a projection from information already derived from the text. Hence the

set of linguistic anticipations must be grounded in particular word recogni-

tions, phrase recognitions or letter recognitions which are'the result of other

reading processes than linguistic anticipation.

As we distinguished recognition from identification in chapter 2, so we

must here. The characteristic output of linguistic searches is anticipations,

whether of meanings, words, phrases, or even letters, Those searches may be

based upon previous recognitions or upon previous identifications. Identifi-

cations do not exist without some output, of the sorts indicated in Table I.

But recognitions may be by incorporation into a higher perceptual unit. When

the word "dog" is immediately recognized in the semantic organization of "The

dogs knocked over the garbage cans", we can also say that the letters of the

word are recognized. That does not require that they be identified, though in

beginning reading this may be the way the recognition of the word is accom-

plished. Whenever the search is based upon an identification the process is

derived. Whenever the process is based upon a word or phrase recognition or

upon a previously organised meaning it is also derived. It seems then that

linguistic search can never be a first level reading process within a complex

reading process.

Phrase Identification. If there is not an input via word recognition or

identification from sound recognition or identification, there is nothing for

the phrase recognition activity to be applied to. In the presence of parti,.1

input from word sound or letter recognition, there in nothing to prohibit the

major source of input for phrase-recognition from becoming the outputs of pre-

vious linguistic search and semantical organization activities. In fact, this
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is frequently the case. Phrase identification is always derived. Phrase recog-

nition need not be, since like word recognition it can be incorporated into sem-
antic organization.

(d)StesIfic Reading Abilities: Could any of the abilities which give rise

to derived reading processes be reading ability? Definition:

A specific reading ability may be described as linguistic ability exercised.
only upon visually perceived inscriptions and yielding only reading outputs.
The derived reading processes are not specific reading processes because the
output manifestations could be the same regardless of whether the sensory stimu-
lus is visual or aural in parsons who are able to see, hear, and speak. So, the
corresponding abilities are not specific reading abilities. When we try to
characterize the activities from which we get the manifestations of semantical
anticipation (linguistic search) and the ability which gives rise to those
activities, we find that the activity and a ility are the same (as well as the
outputs) for written and uttered speech; and it looks as if acquiring the
reading abilities which belong to the linguistic-search category is simply a
matter of adapting abilities already present in our capacity for oral discourse

toa different sense modality. That is quite a different matter from having to
acquire the ability in the first place, as has been discovered with attempts
to teach children deaf from birth to read,- for they do not have the basic lin-
guistic skills and are learning language as much as they are learning to read.9
Moreover, it is not clear whether the adaptation of these general linguistic
abilities (4, 50 and 6) is to a new kind of input or to an input which is the
same as in oral speech but is del:Iva73a different way. In a sense the input

is of a new kind because the sensory modality of the signal is different; thus
there are millions of rod-cone signals for a fixation on "The" and far fewer au-
al nerve signals for the corresponding sound. But the combipatokial properties

of the fwely=lxtt sotid,"The", among sets of sounds of English,are comparable
to the combinational properties of the freely variant letter combination "The"
among visual inscription patterns of English. Since the combinatorial proper -

ties or regularities are correlated rith meaning, we can conclude that the
input -- the bare neural signals--regarded as linguistically related to others.are

in important respects the same. Thus, in one regVetthe visual input is the same
as the input in ordinary speech, and in anbther:respeq the sensory modality, it

is diffieient.

Assuming that we are dealing with a child who already has the ability to
organize words to an overall moaning (semantic organization) and the ability to
anticipate words, phrases and ideas (linguistic search) and the ability to
recognize phrases and words and even individual sounds in oral discourse, we
can ask whether these abilities are adapted to a different input (sight over sound)
in order to become' reading abilities or whether they are applied to something
which is itself a product of visual perception but already made neutral to the
sense modality in which it is received. The answer seems 67767 that both situa-

tions occur. When a child is just learning to read, he frequently uses letter
recognition processes to form a sound correlate of the written words and then
semantically organizes the uttered words; the higher linguistic abilities are
applied to the uttered correlate of the written inscription; thus his process
does not differ very much from his listening process once he has produced the
sound correlate of the letter pattern. This is what is often referred to as
the "decoding" process, or as "translating from one form of language to another
form to which meaning is already attached". There can be no doubt that this
is how the higher linguistic processes are applied to the reading task among

beginners. This is not an adaptation of the ability but only an application

of it.
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But this is not the only way in which higher linguistic abilities are

integrated into the reading process. Through various kinds of cognitive units,
the visual array can be, directly processed into word recognition, semantic or-
ganization and, derivatively, linguistic search outputs. While the former is
what one would conjecture to be the more frequent method of application of the
higher semantic abilities to the reading task, the latter is the kind of adap-
tationthichis desired within our educational objectives. It is not at all clear
that following the route of the first sort of application, pedagogically, facili-
tates the creating of the second/adaptation. FiliFirii-Elear that if the objec-
tive educationally of instruction in reading-is to produce functional literacy
in ninety percent of all ten year olds, that this will not be more easily
achieved by our abandoning the educational objective of creating a real adapta-
tion of linguistic abilities so that there is direct word processing and seman-
tic organization. Perhaps, instead, we should'adept the "sound correlate"
approach on the ground that there would then be only one process to teach to
persons who already have basic linguistic competence. We cannot settle this
matter here because further empirical data'concerning the problems of adapta-
tion of abilities directly to a visual input is needed.

Linguistic search abilities, like .oisemanticor:atlabilitles, are

generirrtW*4----litiesusuingally acqtirfediiiI3nel6ifieiten-c-e-iirtli spoken
language. Children anticipate words in the sentences of others; they antici-
pate the forms of replies; they learn the forms in which replies must be aiven
to certain kinds of questions; they can complete another's sentences, supply
missing words; supply definitions, synonyms, antonyms, homonyms, rhymes, etc.
But the adaptation of linguistic search to reading may be somewhat more elabor-
ate than the adaptation of semantical organization needs to be; for the seman-
tical organizion processes frequently work on words already identified (in sounds).
Linguistic search, since its outputs are in the form of anticipations, may in-
volve word-form projection or letter projection, expectation of certain syntax
'indicators, expectation of certain meanings for what comes next, identification
of words in the periphery of vision on the basis of anticipated meanings (com-
pletion of a vague image by visual-form projection) and a number of other out-
puts which involve visual imagery10. Yet, despite differences in the sensory
mode of outputs, linguistic search abilities are clearly general linguistic
abilities.

Phrase identification, to be distinguished from phrase recognition, can be
of twiTTR13,775iiErfration of phrases as a whole and identification of phra-
ses by processing the recognized or identified words which make up the phrase.
In the first case, phrase identification can be the result of projection (through
linguistic search of a whole phrase (which can be confirmed or disconfirmed
by a word or letter sampling); phrase identification word by word, can be the
result of semantical organization of word recognition outputs or by the appli-
cation of super-segmental phonemes to vocally or sub-vocally expressed word
groups. This can't be a specific reading ability because the same output
manifestations can be generated in oral discourse. In fact, the very same steps
may be followed to identify some doubtful expression.

Word identification does not logically presuppose either sound identifi-
cation or a icEMTINTITIfication to provide the reader with an input for word
reading. One can read directly fox meaning without sounding the words or spel-
ling them, since the inscriptions have inherent linguistic and, where appropriate,
sense meaning, just_as do the spoken words. Moreover, word-recognition does
not require word identification. Identification is in skilled reading a relatively
rarely used process. Although representing a text to oneself as at least
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may provide ready.access to the linguistic meaning of the text, it is not the
only way to gain access to the semantical content of the text. Word reading
can, therefore, be either a simple or complex process (if word identification
is the output). And word reading, as an element within a complex process, can
be either simple or derived. Its outputs do not have to be "visual" and usually
are not. Direct word. recognition is a commonplace in oral discourse. .

So too, a sound identification activity may be applied directly to a whole
inscription or fi may be applied by way of a correlation of sounds with parts
of the word and subsequent blending, or it may be achieved by projection of the
whole sound on the basis of a meaning anticipation and a sound anticipation,
e.g. in poetry, or on the basis of prior semantical organization which indica-
tes the way a phrase sound will be organized; there are numerous other ways
in which sound identifications can result from the interplay of reading activi-
ties belonging to other reading categories than "sound identifiCation". Sound
projection (as distant from Anticipation) involves more than anticipation of
word sounds or letter sounds, it involves the expression of the projection either
vocally, suhvocally or imaginatively, with strilWITiWation, and super-sequen-
tial groupings which represent both syntactic and semantic markers: ("They
are eating apples" vs. "2122:are eating apples".)

Thus the inputs to processes of level three can belong to any of the le-
vels above or below which belong to a particular complex process or may be
derived directly from the visual array. The same holds for sounding, and
for letter reading.

I have been assuming that the modern text is partitioned by the reader on
the basis of spaces before and after words which indicate word beginnings and
endings and by punctuation into thought units. It does not, seem necessary to
regard text partitioning as a reading ability fo two reasons: (1) a person
going over an unpartitioned text to determine spacing and punctuation must read
the text in order to partition and punctuate it; and (2) a person who has a par-
titioned text and looks it over, noting the partitions and punctuation would
not be said to be reading the text or even reading the spaces and punctuation.
We do not count this as a reading ability. And, whether we choose so to count
it or not, it is evidently not a specific reading ability because it does not
differ from general conceptual skills used to arrange visual data of other sorts:
designs, for instance.

It is .fairly clear that semantic organization, linguistic search and
word recognition (as given intable 1 of this Chap;.) are reading' process groups
which involve general linguistic abilities, linguistic abilities which can be
both manifested in and described in terms of responses which need not be de-
rived from a visually perceived inscriptional input. We have noticed that letter
identification, sound identification and word identification can be either the
whole reading process we are concerned with in a given case (as identified in
terms of some task) or can be parts of some more complex process. When LI,SI
or WI is the whole RP, no input to the process is an output of some process
in a different category. A process at level N is the sim le RP ielding
iff there is no reading process output of a process level not aqua to N-ghich
is partial input to the process at level N which yields 0.
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Where letter identification or sound identification orwoel identifi-
cation is a simple reading process yielding 0, can we explain what occurs as
the exercise of a non-specific ability adapted to a visual input? Apparently
the most difficult process to explain this way will be simple word, recognition,
which does not proceed by way of a sound correlation, does not identify a word
meaning indirectly and does not involve identification of th© word through
various forms of projection or linguistic anticipation.

Te.1 can ask a parallel question about simple word recognition in aural
speech; what does word recognition consist in when I read you a list of words,
where the only output on your part is to be a simple "yes" or "no" indicating
that you do or do not recognize the word. The sound is not the word.11 Whether
or not one recognizes the word depends upon what criterion of "recognizing"
one decides to adopt; if one adopts "having heard it before", that is simply
a matter of remembering whether you have heard the word (not justthe sound of
the word); a parallel criterion for word recognition in reading would consist
in whether the person had seen the word before. Determining one's nswer on
that basis is a word recognition process, tut it is not a specific reading pro-
cess, since the very same process could be applied to photographs, OGRETI;
persons, etc., with exactly parallel outcomes. If the word recognition mani -.
festation is taken to be an affirmative answer to the question "can you use this
in a correct sentence?" (about which the person could of course be wrong), then
it appears again as if the "reading activity" is an adaptation of a general
linguistic ability (applicable to oral discourse) to a reading output and in this
case, since we have not specified that the sentence created would have. to be
in writing, the output manifestation may take the same form as the manifesta-
tions of aural word recognition. What makes this a reading activity is the fact
that the input is a visual perception of a word form. The same would be true
of the various manifestations of word recognition. through the identification
of synonyms, antonymns homonyms, appropriate modifiers, appropriate verbs,
appropriate subjects, marking a distinct occurrence in different expressions,
etc. Moreover, the same output manifestations may be used to indicate word
recognition on auditory inputs as may be used to indicate word identification
on the basis of visual perceptions. Everything we can list as a reading output
manifestation can be supplied as the result of some other linguistic activity,
provided a suitable auditory stimulus is available. We have already said enough
about word recognition in chapter 2 to make it completely obvious that it is not
a specific reading ability.

The word recognition ability is, like the abilitiestinvolved in semanti-
cal organization and linguistic search, a general linguistic ability adapted
to a "reading process input" (visible inscriptions). All the outputs of word
recognition can be duplicated by the outputs of auditor recognition. The
ability to recognize words is not a specific rea ing a lity, an ability which
has no manifestation except in a reading output, but is rather an adapted
ability, which a person who knows a language already employs in speech.

This point cannot be overemphasized in order to counteract the too vague
description of children with specific reading disability as "otherwise compe-
tent and intelligent children who cannot recognize words".I2 Such children
usually can recognize words since they are frequently competent or better than
competent in comparison to their age group in their oral expression and in their
conversational exchanges0(though there is an interesting coincidence of poor
articulation and miste.ken auditory discrimination with difficulties in visual
word recognition). We need an explanation of why in cnidren with "specific
reading disability", word-recognition abilities iave not adapted to the dif-
ference of input required for word recognition through pereeptUal
Lions among inscriptions.
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Sound identification, taken as a simple (as contrasted with a complex)
process, does not have a direct correlate in the processing of oral speech
but rather has an inverse correlate, when speech is taken from dictation into
writing. But the rules for the two sorts of correlation are not the same.
Just as some persons deliver the entire word inscription for a spoken word
without sound analysis and synthesis according to a correlation of sounds to
graphemes (but act as if they had completed such a correlation process succes-
,sfully) so most of us can utter word sounds directly through perceiving word
inscriptions, just as if we had carried out the process of correlating graphemes
with phonemes -- but in fact without doing so. It is hard to convince oneself
that this is a specific reading ability since it seems.primarily to consist of
oral responses to visual stimuli on the basis of pattern matchings between unlike
things, a process which we can find in many other contexts. For example,
with a set of objects (or object pictures) we can associate sounds so that the
subject responds to the object-presentation or picture-presentation with the
sound. That does not seem to be exclusively a reading output. Direct sounding
from inscription identification is not a specific reading ability because,
while there is usually no reason outside a reeding context far a person to
carry out direct correlations of sounds to perceived forms, the association
of the process with reading is contingent; we exercise the ability to make-Such
correlations in contexts which are not word reading contexts (music reading,
for instance) and the output is not a reading output; moreover, many reading
activities go on without such correlations being made. Hence the correlation
of sound to inscriptions is neither a specific reading process nor a fundamen-
tal reading process.

The same may be said for letter reading. I mean hare the "simple
process of reading letters; where the input to the process is a visual percep-
tion which is not augmented, or substituted for the output of some concomitant
'reading process and the letters are identified through letter naming or through
letter sounding.

Letter sounding is a particularly good example of .a process which frequently
is cyclical even to produce a simple output. In order to determine the sound
value to be assigned to a "c" the reader must (in a word context in English)
note the letters which follow (either recognize them or identify them in some
way); a "p" may be silent before a "t" or altered by grouping with an "h";
Thus,for word sounding purposes letter sounds cannot be determined one by one
without consideration of their grouping with other letters. Yet, in accord with
what we said in Chapter 2, a person may be said to have recognised an 1h"
which is preceeded by a "p" if he pronounces the "p" as "f".

Needless, to say, letter identification by name on the basis of inscription
shape is not a specific reading ability; it is the same sort of general ability
which a child has who identified tools, animals or people on the basis of his
familiarity with the shape of the object, and it is the same, as the ability
experienced in certain games where shares have names and are identified by name
on the basis of visual discrimination of shapes.

Letter confusion and failures to discriminate letter contrasts may be
associated, as has been widely suggested, with various perceptual deficiencies;
shape confusion, foreground-background confusion, etc. The same kind of iden-
tification task, discrimination on the basis of visual appearance can be genera-
'pod in contexts other than reading, as is evident in many reading
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workbooks. And persons with strephosymbolia will manifest perceptual

confusion there as well.

The general conclusion to be drawn from this-is that there is no such

thing as a specific reading ability, an ability whose exercise always and only

has a reading output; rather reading abilities in about ninety percent of

the reading population, are adapted abilities, abilities adapted from one

sensory modality to visual inputs, and in some cases from' other visual: inputs

to inscription inputs in particular. This suggests that there is no such thing

as a specific reading disability either; that is, there is no reading disability

which cannot be found, on testing, to manifest itself in a linguistic, percep-

tual, adaptive or motor-output defect, revealed in a task which is not a reading

task.

(e) Compensation Sequencing: Physical or psycho - physical defects that

defeat or greatly diminish thiefficiency of the linguistic perceptual processes

will have a considerable but not necessarily equal effect upon complex reading

processes, like "reading for meaning". For instance, if the movement of the

eyes from left to right across the page in reasonably rhythmic saccades, with

both eyes in moderately accurate common focus is disturbed enough, whatever the

cause nay be, certain perceptual discriminations will be unreliable or entirely

absent. BUt short of such extremes, one may encounter inefficient perceptual

discrimination (on perception and letter reading tests)whose inefficiency is

compensated at the "reading for meaning" stage by other reading processes. A

deficient order (by some comparison to an as yet unknown "normal") of the sen-

sory array is sometimes compensated for by the order contributed to the sensory

pattern by semantic organization and prediction (projection, sense anticipation,

etc.) on the basis of meaning in the message as far as it has been read up to

a given time. Hence, what appears to be a reading defect or deficiency at the

beginning stage; may be compensated by the superior adaptation of other lin-

guistic abilities later on and may not, therefore, justify experimental construction.

(This is one of the areas'in which further empirical data is needed.)

Defecti even serious ones in some subsidiary perceptual prooessis asso-

ciated with reading cannot by themselves be said to constitute reading disa-

bility; for we sometimes do nOt know (with the exception of such things as

massive brain leisons, inability to focus the eyes, certain degrees of

blindness, neurological disorders, etc.) which functions can be compensated

for, which defective processes can simply be eliminated by adjustments in the

1.7_ql_the reading process is carried out and which "minor" deficiencies in com

ation with other deviations from "normal" may constitute an unbreakable

block for reading.'

Although the number of papers and books on eburo4hysiological evidence

concerning reading is substantial, especially if we include the discussions

of whether language disabled children are neurologically deficient and the

works of general interest concerning both functional organization in the central

nervous system and the brain and related disfunctions,
there is little

information available which is of use for those inquiring into the way reading

is logically constructed beyond some general information in passing from eye
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to brain, the expekimental results concerning eye fixations, number of fixa-
tions per minute, length of fixation required to pick up maximum information,
fatigue measures for fixation length, whether peripheral vision can provide
sufficient information for fixation.guidance and a few other items.

In a word, we do not now have a neurophysiological model for any complete
reading activity. That eventually such a model will be available is not to

be doubted. But for now what we want to find out and what we already know
about reading can only in spots and with great caution be expressed in des-
criptions which are supposed to apply to the neurological level. Naturally,
massive brain damage can be detected; some brain damaged children can have the
areas of damage located and can be predicted to having learning difficulties.
But as Bateman (1964), Irwin and Bammil(1954-1965), Birch and Leford (1964)
Dunn (1967) and others have mentioned there is not even a firm correlation
between already known neurological disorders and learning.difficulties. Some
severely damaged children show no learning difficulties while others with no
discernible neurological disorders show severe learning disorders. The same
holds for the fact that some children with serious spatial and perceptual dis-
orders have no discernible learning problems while others do; and some children
with similar learning disabilities.asmeasured on output tests have, on neurologi-
cal investigation, no corresponding disorder.

In light of the over-all synthetic objectives of this report, it is worth
noting that the "adaptation" part of the hypothesis accommodates some of these

discrepancies; that is, in some perceptually normal children, the linguistic
abilities have not adapted to the visual input of symbols whereas in perceptu-
ally disordered children the defective visual field is so well supplemented by

other linguistic and cognitive skills (such as semantic anticipation, linguis-
tic search and various such guessing and checking routines which may be indi-

vidually developed) that the child exhibits no learning disorder because the
visual field is richly augmented by the adaptation of linguistic abilities
*juat.as a. blind man's auditory field is enriched as a source of information by

a whole series of ability adaptations from other areas of experience.

C: Conclusion:

It was not possible in thins paper to investigate the way adaptation to

new inputs comes about for thole general linguistic abilities developed for

the auditory modality and later adapted' to a visual modality, or to inves-
tigate the way memory functions in reading within oral discourse or to develop

the hypothesis that each reading process is self-measuring (when it is simple)
and that complex processes have their own biases and that the experienced
reader develops an overall "reading bias" which serves to determine for each

time-unit ofthe reading process which arrangement of input dependencies is

actual and which processes are "first-level".

What has been indicated is: (1) that."reading" can be reductively analysed;

(2) that reading defects are not specific; (3) that a new classification of
the perceptual linguistic, adaptive, output, and sequential disorders which may

inhibit or prohibit reading can be based upon the conception offered here, so

that 'disorders may be either at the input level (neuro-physiological level of

perception generally), of linguistic capabilities,of output (motor, verbal

writing) skills or of adaptation of particular abilities or of sequencing of
abilities and exercise of of bias. or motivation; (4) that "to read" is not some
mysterious, unanalyscble primitive which can be understood only indirectly, bu t
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rather, like "to drive a car", "to wash one's clothes", etc., it can be
analysed in terms of component non-specific abilities and their sequencing;
and that (5) we can apply the results of perceptual and developmental psychology
and linguistics to understanding reading as a form of linguistic perception.
Thom-has been too much concentratIca upon the inscriptions:'. structure of what
is-read and too little attention given to the similarity of reading and listening,
both of which are active linguistic perceptual activities, and to the fact that
the sensory signal is, in both cases, an embodiment of inherently meaningful
symbols with the consequence that the ability to read is itself an adaptation
of non-specific linguistic abilities to a visual stimulus and the process of
learning to read (in the focal sense of "to read") is the process of adapting
the linguistic abilities (already developed for the auditory mode)
to the visual mode of sensory stimulation.

These generalizations suggest that the usual classifications'of reading
deficiencies, defects and disabilities can be usefully rearranged so that
whatever is known about such matters can be incorporated wholesale into an
understanding of reading and into our diagnostic screening of students. Por
a studentpshowing obstacles to reading skill, can be very quickly checked for
his proficiency in various language skills. If he is deficient in these it is
evident that he will have reading difficulties, at least until his reading
begins to correct the defects. A student can also be checked very quickly
for motivation and for his output skills -- his ability to enunciate
to formulate complete answers to questions, his motor coordination to ptoduce
them in speaking or writing, etc. He can be screened for gross perceptual
disorders and even differentially tested for speaking and perceptual diffi-
culties which may affect reading; and in some cases we know how to correct the
disorder, . and in others we know how to circumvent the difficulty.
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1. 1. Kolers, Paul A., ed., The Psycholo and-Pedago of Readin by
E. B. Huey, Introduction 10, Ito ers, xiv M.I.T. rests, .)

1. 2. Chan., Jeanne, Learni to Read, The Great Debate,-p. 88, remarks:
"Taken as a whoIK-Thgresearc on beginaiii-Taaing is shockingly
inconclusive." (McGraw Hill, 1967).

1. 3. The notion of a "paradigm" is introduced by T. S. Kuhn, The Struc-
ture of Scientific Revolutions (International Encyclopedi1
of Unified Science, University of Chicago Press, 1970): "Acqui-
sition of a paradigm and of the more esoteric type.of research it
permits is a sign of maturity in the development of any given sci-
entific field." p. 11.

1. 4. Smith, Frank, 1LttancArndelkgReadii., (Holt, Rinehart and Winston,

Inc. 1971).

1. 5. This seems especially clear in the informal exchanges with various
participants in the Proceedings of the Conference on Communicating
by Language (The Reading Process February 1113, 1968, New Orleans,
La., under the auspices of an published by the U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, Public Health Service, National
Institutes of Health, National Institute of Child Health and Human
Development, Bethesda, Maryland.)

1. 6. This view is found in several publications, particularly, Hochberg,
Julian, "Components of Literacy", Chapter 6 of Basic Studies on

edited_by, Harry Levin and Joanna P. winiama uraiMoks,
New York, 1970).

4. 7. Kuhn, op. cit.; See his account of.sc:Lentific revolution through
the development of paradigm changes.

5. 8. Hochberg, op, cit., loc.cit., note 6. Smith, op. cit., suggests

similar ideas, pp. 102-1011.

5. 9. Hochberg also has a theory of Cognitive Search Guidance, which
allows for guidance through Higher Cognitive Units. Cf. pp. cit.,
note 6, above, pp. 75 and 76.

5. 10. On eye-voice spend, cf. Smith, op. cit., 196 and the papers he cites
at 210-211. There is, of course much more information available
on these points, but this is illustrative.

5. 11. Cf. Kolers on Bilingual indifference: "Three Stages of Reading",
chapter 7 in Levin and Williams, op. cit., note 6 above, particu-
larly the section entitled "Direct Perception of Meaning and Rela-
tions", pp. 109-118. Also, Kolers, Paul A., "Reading and Talking
Bilingually", American Journal of Psychology, 19 6, 79, 357.376.
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7. 12. Russell, Bertrand; 112241221alge: Its Scope axed Limits, 108
(Simon and Schuster, New York, 1064).

13. Ableson, Raziel"Definition", article in Encyclopedia of Philo0o-
lEat (Vol. 2, the MacMillan Company, New York, 1967), with a sectien
on Contextual definition and a clear comparison to other forms of
definition. See also the Articles on Russell and Wittgenstein.

11 ;. Wittgenstein, Ludwig, The Brown Book, pp. 119-125 (Harper Torch-
book, Harper and Row, N.Y., 1965 and Investigations, pp. 61-71.
Translated by C.EX. Anicombe The Macmillan Company, N.Y. 19)7).
In both places there is an extensive discussion of reading which
indicates that there is a family of concepts and not a single
mental activity or kind of experience which constitutes reading.

8. 15. See note 5 above:and: Chall, Jeanne in Learning to Read: the Great
Debate, (McGraw Hill, New York,. 1967) p. 83: "1y analysis of the
existing experimental comparisons of a meaning emphasis versus a
code emphasis tends to support Bloomfield's definition that the
first step in learning to read in one's native language is essen-
tially learning a printed code for speech we possess". With due
allowances for the judicious vagueness with which Dr. Chall employs
the ideas of "code emphasis" and "decoding", a judiciousness which
keeps what is objectionable about this view in theory from becoming
harmful in her critique of instructional experiments and litera-
ture, it is still not even plausible that printed language should
be regarded as a "code" for oral speech. There is no meaning in
a string of dots and dashes in virtue of their own structure; there
is in a string of words. The same sort of criticism applies to
the view of Veneaky."Reading is translating from written symbols
to a form of language to which a person can already attach meaning";
"the core task in reading is going from printed symbols to that
form of language to which he already attaches meaning" (Communica-
ting by Language, The Reading Process, p. 17, ed. Jaws F. Kava-
naugh, NIB Conference,

8. 16. Wittgenstein makes this claim Ln The Brown Book, p. 120 and
in the Investigations p. 62, n. 156.

8. 17. Gephart, William, progress report on "The Convergence Technique
and Reading; a Progress 7i;440, presented to the Annual meeting
of the International :zading Association, May 2, 1969, Kansas City,
NO.

Footnotes for Chapter 2

1. Ross, James F., "A New Theory of Anepgy", Proceed'. gs of the
American Catholic Philos9Phical Association, 1970, op. 70-85,
and "Analogy and the Sole Lion of Some ,ognitivity Problems", The
journal of Philosophy, Oc-ober 22, 1970, 725-746.
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11. 2. Cf. Wittgenstein examples in the Investigations, p. 24, n. 1A0 and
n. 161.

11. 3. See Chap. op. cit., for a detailed analysis of the available date
and the conclusion that the evidence does not estaalish the super-
iority of one teaching method over another for normal children.

11. '4. Hochberg, 3.; "Perception: Toward the Recovery of Definition",
(Psychological Review, Vol. 63, n. 6, 1956, p. 400r405.

O. 5. Lyons, John; Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics, Cambridge
University PreWs7Wgra7MedsWntagmatic and
paradigmatic relations, pp. 70 SE. and 428 f.

6. Lewis, C. I., An Analysis of Knowledge and Valuation Chapters
III and 1M on the Modes of Meaning and Meaning. and Language,.
and Chapter V on Linguistic Meaning and Sense Meaning. This is a
very important source of information.

31. 7. Cf., Smith, op. cit., Chapters 7 and 8.

31. 8. smith, see note 7 above and Hochberg, pea note 6 of Chapter 1.

31. 9. Cf., Smith's account of immediate word recognition, op. cit., p. 128.

31. 10. Apparently Piaget's theory of cognitive development supposes that
there is a complete cognitive reorganizatioft.in'the translation from
one developmental stage to the next.

37. 11. Wittgenstein in the Blue Book (published with the Brown Book, citei
above), asks "What is the meaning of a word" in order to show that
meanings do not attach to words.

37. 12. We employ here the common assumption of developmental psychologists
that sounds have meaning for small children just in so far as
they use them to interact with people.

41. 13. Smith, op, cit., p. 37. Thera is a good list of the difficulties
in the assumption that there is a sound-spelling correlation which
beginning readers must learn.

41. 14. Smith, op. cit., has a number of clear obsetvations on the correla-
tion of written and spoken language.

41. 15. See Smith op, cit., Chapter 12, "The Identificationof Meaning".

41. 16. Within the Piagetiantheory, there is supposed to be experimental
evidence which shows that verbalization affects discrimination of
embedded figures.

41. 17. Smith, op..cit. redundancy and its use, 91, 219, 224. .
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58. 1.

59. 2.

3.

6o. 4.

6o. 5.

Smith; op. cit., p. 74.

MI CM MAN

Of course, there is a sense in which "S reads the text of the memo-

randum" entails that "S reads the words of the memorandum" and,

therefore "S reads the letters of the memorandum", see Chapter 2

on "word recognition". But clearly those'senses of "S reads the

words of T" and "S reads the letters of T" are derivative ,:from

this sense of "S-.reads reads T" and are quite different from the

senses of the expressions which we have been using since that en-

tailment is the one thing which we have specifically excluded.

Thus: A RP leading to 0 is complex iff RP leads to 0 involves

a pair or more of reading activities which are input-ordered.

And a pair of reading activities is input ordered iff the output

of one is in whole or in part the input of the other in some

time slice of RP in which both are components.

Let me remind you that I am calling anything a reading process which

has an outcome which we would; at least sometimes, call a reading

outcome (e.g. "A grasp of the meaning of the text on the basis of

perceiving the inscriptions"; "recognition of a word in a text";

"recognition of letters in a text", etc.) a reading process leads

to a reading outcome (though it may not achieve it in a particular

case, just as exercise leads to good health regardless of the

number of cases in which it fails or is prevented).

As what follows will make evident, this identity condition is

never satisfied.

60. 6.. Of course if both R and R' in RP are "first level" all the time,

then it follows that there is another reading process component

of RP, call it 112 such that R2 is "input dependent" upon either

R or R' or both. And it is possible, if we postulate that RP

occurs over a suitable interval of time, that if R and R' are the

only reading-process components of RP that the order (which

consists in input-dependence) between R and R' may vary, so that

in one sub-interval R derives its input from the output of R' and

in another that R' derives its input from R. But not just any two

reading processes can be thus variably related, only those of

level 3 and below, because only those can be "first level".

61. 7. This allows us to define a "compound-complex" reading process as

one which involves parallel reading processes, whose outputs

are ordered as input to one or more component reading processes

in the complex. And this is the structure common to what are

usually called the "higher-level" reading processes.

61. 8. We can note that R is a simple reading process in RP leading to

0 only if R's input is lialriqinwhole nor in part the output of

some other reading procesS during the interval in which R is "first

level". The first level reading procesies will be "simple" reading

processes with respect to 0; whereas, the reading processes whose

inputs are in whole or in part the outputs of other reading processes
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will by contrast be called the derived reading processes within
the RP leading to O. Because we can consider a complex reading
process (which occurs over a significant time interval) both
linearly and vertically, the same reading process may be simple
and derived within different Pvertical slices" of RP and linearly
speaking, a component process is simple if there Is any vertical
slice in which it, is simple.

63. 9. Hans C.4turarrin. The NIH Colloquium referred to in Chap. 1 said
(in talking about deaf children); "The vast majority of the chil-
ren and now children who do not know language. And the main prob-
lem is no longer speech or lip-reading. The main problem is lin-
guistic competence. And this is what I think educators have yet
to realize." p. 197.

61. 10. Since such a large portion. of the so-called "higher level" rea-
ding processes consist of the exercise of abilities adapted to a
reading input or to a viAual output, an investigation of the way
already operative abilities can be adapted to modally distinct
inputs or outputs may reveal a good deal which is of practical
pedagogical interest.

66. it. / cannot here present the arguments which demonstrate thalt neither
the inscription of 10 nor the sound of "w" is identical with "w ".
But there is just as much reason for saying that the meaning of
written language is intrinsic to it as there is for saying this
about uttered language; see Chap. 2.

66. 12. Chall says: "Indeed, the true reading-disability pupil can be de-
scribed as follows: He is intelligent enough to understand the
stories that other children of his age and mental ability can
read (whe these are read to him), but he cannot read them him-
self -- because he cannot identify the words." (P. 176). Of
course, Chall understands the distinction I am drawing; my objec-
tion is the chiefly technical one that her comments do not distin-
guish the various kinds of word identification which actually are
involved.


